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Are you ready for the 
Chest Reconstruction 
stage of your transition 
from female to male? 

If you are under treatment with a therapist for your 
gender transition and are psychologically ready to make the 
permanent !ife ~anQe from female to male, Cllest 
Reconstruct10n 1s an important part of your decision. This 
surgery reconstructs the female chest, creating masculine 
conlours. It can make you feel more at ease in your newly 
chosen gender and makes men's clothing easier to wear. 

Dr. Reardon has been performing cosmetic surgery 
for 27 years Sf'!d.transaende_r chest reconstruction lor 22 
years. ~rem minimally 1nvas1ve proceduresLsuch as simple 
liposuction, to advanced surgical methods ror the more 
extensive reconstruction of very large 38--40D+ breasts he 
has the in-depth experience that allows him to hand taiior 
these techniques and technologies to correct your particular 
problems and to enhance your unique self image. 

All procedures are performed under focal anesthesia with 
SUP,P,lemental I.V. s~ation in our state-of-the-art ambulatory 
facility on cin out-paµent basis. If you are from out of town. 
we will assist you with accommodations. In the hands of 
~ ca~ng physician, who is sensitive to all gender transi-
tion issues, the result is a well-contoured, natural looking 
masculine chest. ' 

Call to schedule your complimentary consultation. 

.Jamt's .J. lkardo11, :\I.I). 

Board Certified Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeon 
737 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10021, tel. 212.832.0770 
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DEAF V ISION 

THE WHITE BOOK 
THE WHITE BOOK 
is Written and edited by Dr. Stephen 
~lttle. a trans man who began Uving 
m his llBW role over 20 r.ears ago. 
A Senior ,~1urer m La~, he Is arso 
coordinator of the FTM Nelwor1< and 
vloe president of Press for Change. 
This book is written in an easy and 
acoessible style. lo enable female to 
male transsexual and transgender 
people, those who 8re ~xplorlng 
whetherthey are female to male, and 
families afld friends to gel to. grips 
with many of the scary and difR:ult 

Brandon Teena, issues thal trans men tiave to raoe. It 
trans nai !11lllder9d 111993. is meant lo make life easier, and that 

Th:s book ,s .-. his memory, and Is what it does. 
ID maka sure it never happens This ls a guide book for living, not 

again. hiding. 

A Great Book! Over 175 M Pages+ Many 1Hustration5 

• personal stories • yoorfirst doctor's appointment 
• materials from ttie Web • penil$ prosthetlcS for wo,x & 
• FTM history play 
• legal & woli< 1$$U8S • telling the family & the boss 
• advice on name change • having babies & telling child<en 
• surgery & hoonones • book reviews 
• clothes & Image • tips on pass!ng 

Price.!.15 postage paid, US $35. If ordering from outside 
UK, send only cashier's checks or cash. Order your copy 

from FTM Network. BM Network, London, UK WC1N 3xx_ 
Make checks payable to FTM Network. 

Any profit goes to maintain the FTM Networl<. 



Look Beyond the Stars 
by FTMI President Dion Manley 

Dedicated to the life and memory of my friend 
Alexander "Bear" Goodrum, his family members and all 
who knew and loved him. May we take the higher road 
where Alexander advocated for all to join together. 

H ere we have it .. . a new FTMI 
board of directors for all of 
us. Expect great change co come 

your way as this new group of folks comes 
together. This will be my lasr lerrer to you as 
president ofFTMI. It is time for me ro pass 
on the Prez role co someone else, but l plan 
to stick around on the sidelines. FTMI's new 
leadership will be by co-chairs. 

Ever felt that you were in the presence 
of something much larger than you were? 
"We are making history! This is a historical 
evenc!"Now how many times have you heard 
that? True--yec at the same time we are all 
regular folks, showing up to do the work and 
have some fim while creating commwlicy. Let's 
move to sports for a minute. Take the 
spectrum from playgrounds and amateur co 
Olympic and professional sports. I grew up 
competing in many individual and team 
sporrs: track and field even ts, baseball (as I 
called it), ultimate Frisbee, tennis, cable 
tennis, co-ed water polo, intercollegiate 
varsity athletics-and moved on co compete 
nationally and internationally in volleyball 
and basketball. Throughout much of th3t 
time I W3S lucky enough to be coached by 
AJJ-American Olympians and many others 
whose solid fundamentals, values, and ethics 
made a lasting impression on me. 

Have you been drawn co compecicion 
and challenge? Which games came naturally 
or brought out the best in you? Which 
challenged, intrigued, intimidated or excited 
you and what did you do with it? Turning 
points? Choices, priorities, dreams, desire, 
luck ... how were you defeated and what did 
you do? After competing for many years, one 
day on a basketball court I realized chat in 
just ten minutes of watching a complete 
stranger play, I could tell a surprising 
amount abouc who they were as a person. 

How do we balance and bridge being 
on a team with being the "star"-che only 
FTM or trans-identified person among 
fumily, friends, school, workplace, church or 
spiritual group, in our neighbor-hood? How 
many of us are someone's first gender-
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differenr partner, brother, parent, child, 
student, boss, co-worker or teacher? Each of 
us is a small part of a much bigger picture 
coming together over a very long period of 
rime. Today is a small pare of history, not 
History itself-yet each experience is so 
dra.macically large and significant. 

Everyone loves those scar moments and 
personal accomplishments. Sportsfan or 
sportsphobic, society has many personal 
relationships with "spores-heroes." For me 
it was the connection with my teammates 
and coaches combined to perform strategies 
that were the most satisfying. For me setting 
records and being w1defeaced in individual 
spores or being named MVP does not equal 
the thrill of playing a good game as a 
member of a dedicated team. I believe that 
any given person is inclined to, calemed or 
drawn toward either individual or ream 
games. Harvey Milk, the lace San Francisco 
City Supervisor, said there were two rypes
rhat a person gets into policies either to be a 
scar or to serve the community. There is a 
reason we have individual and team sports, 
as it cakes all kinds and there is value in 
both. The same goes for communicy
building; che tricky pare is combining 
individual and team towards a great cause. 

Betore playing spores came to mean big 
money, people got involved and played for 
the love of the game. That all changed when 
big money came around. The people 
changed, dynamics changed, the game itself 
truly changed. Like spores history, as a 
community or movement, we coo have 
naming points. Growth as a person brings 
growth as a co111.111wucy, but in what 
direction. What are our goals and 
priorities? People who have 

will continue co have more. As people get to 
know us both individually and as a 
community, we have more and more 
choices as co how to ace, react and interact. 

To be honest it is hard to let go of all 
chat comes with the role and title Prez. I 
want others to share this honor. Thanks to 
my partner Hope for her political roots and 
vision, my brother Gary, longtime pal 
Rhondell, all past board members of 
.ITMI-and Jed Bell who pushed me 
beyond my scope inco rhis Presidency. With 
everything happening right now in the 
world and among our communities, we 
need your help now, more than ever. I urge 
you to dig deep for any financial assistance 
you (or someone you know) cm provide to 
help us through these challenging times to 
gee the work done. T again acknowledge all 
of my sisters and brothers who came before 
me. I appreciate the valuable concribucions 
ofDaleAltrows andJoel Levine, who will 
continue with the new board members. The 
last of the past FTMI boa.rd to say thanks co 
is Michiko Bailey, Kie Rachlin, and Leah 
Schaefer. Much of their unselfish work goes 
unrecognized, so I say to all of you, please 
remember and continue to acknowledge the 
lasting effects of the contributions each 
person has made. One humble two-time 
All-American Olympian once told me chat 
finding great athletes is not a matter of 
finding great calent, r.hcre is no shortage of 
amazing talem. It's more a challenge of 
finding some-one with ethics and values, 
the ability co overcome obstacles chat is the 
rarity. I say look beyond the scars and 
recognize the players who keep the ball 
moving forward. T 

been here for the love of our 
community are alongside a 
growing number of profes
sional transpeople. We are 
activists and professionals 
together living and working 
towards policies of justice. We 
do have our differences and 

Cover Art 
Cover Art by Casey L. Gradischnig, Yikes!art 

Casey Gradischnig i s a queer transman artist 
living in Des Moines, Iowa. Check out his 
site at: http://yikescasey.home.mehsi.com 
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!more FTMi news ! 

FTMi is Growing 

T his fall, FTMI moved into its 
second office, this one located at 
the new San Francisco Lesbian 

Gay Bisexual Transgender Communiry 
Center (Center). We are very excited to 
be at che Center and participate in irs 
programming and collaborate with the 
many ocher non-profits. 

And, FTMI's Center office now has a 
full-time staff person. FTMI and the 
National Center for Lesbian Rights 
(NCLR) are co-sponsoring the newly 
founded Transgender Law Center 
(TLC)-which will be housed at FTMI's 
Center office as well as FTMI's 14th 
Srreer Office. 

TLC is a legal civil rights organiza
tion that connects transgender people to 
technically sound and culturally compe
tent legal services in California. TLC 
employs legal advocacy, communiry 
organizing, and education in working 
cowards a world in which every person 
can freely, fully, and safely express their 
gender. TLC is providing free Transgender 
Law 101 work.shops, free legal advice a11d 
council, and some limited (free) legal 
representation, particularly in the area of 
health care access. TLC also provides 
Transgender 101 and Transgender Law 

TGSF Tra11sgc11dcr Sa11 Francisco 

ted ~i1;ig 

Ifl,·11 

""'' 2s, l: o, 1 
S ra11cisco Desig! Ce11rer f 
I , y Adams Str,,r • Saf tranc,sc,, I 

For i'lfonnotio» plro,r ralJ Radu,,•I DI 403•2 l9• IJ'it1 

or a:i.sil rltt TGSF u.'ffJ~ire: U'"'"· TG~ 
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By Dy l an Vade 

101 trainings to attorneys and service 
providers in order to increase the number 
of attorneys who can represent 
transgender clienrs in a technically and 
culturally competent manner. 
The Transgender Health Law Project 
(THLP) is part ofTLC. The THLP 
p rovides policy and legal advocacy in the 
area of rransgender health care. The 
THLP is working co increase transgender 
people's access to and abiliry to use health 
coverage, to enforce Medi-Cal's coverage 
of transgender specific rrearmencs, to 
increase transgender people's access to 
culturally competent doctors, and to 
increase transgender people's access to 

transgender specific services. 
TLC is also working in collaboration 

with other organizations to help create 
and implement effective public policy 
initiatives. For instance, TLC is working 
with the San Francisco Human Rights 
Commission on their effort to make the 
"Guidelines to Prohibit Gender ]dentity 
Discrimination" more inclusive of people 
who do not idencify as female or 

Variant in Prison Working Group to 
improve conditions for transgender 
inmates in prisons and jails in California. 
And, TLC is working with the California 
Safe Schools Coalition to ensure that 
California statutes preventing discrimina
tion and harassment against transgender 
public school students, teachers, and 
employees are meaningfully enforced. ~ 

Dyl an Vade , an 
graduated f rom 
be working 
with TLC at 
FTMl's Center 
office. Chris 
Daley, a non
transgender 
man who 
recently 
graduated 
from l aw 
school, is 
working with 
TLC and wi 11 
be doing so 
atFTMI ' s 
14th Street 
office. 

FTM who just 
law school, wil 1 

Dylan Vade of the 
Transgender Law Center 

male. TLC is working with the 
National Lawyer's Gu ild, the San 
Francisco Human Rights Commis
sion, and the Trans and Gender 

For more info on FTMI's and NCLR's 
Trans gender Law Center, 

DiONMANLEY 
C8 

JEWELER 

Custom Design 
Hand Engraving 

Wu/ding & Commitment Rings 

Gold • P/111i11um 

415. 252.7567 
PO. Box 14192 

San Francisco, CA 941 14 
email: info@dionmanley.com 

www.dionmanley.com 

contact: 

Chr i s Daley, 415.392.6257 x308 or 
Dylan Vade, 415.865.5619 or 5642 

You can also e-mail us at 
info@transgenderl awcenter.org. 

For more info on the 
Transgender Health Law Project, 
contact : 

Dylan Vade at 415.865.5619 or 
dyl an@transgender l awcenter.org. 

FTMI 's webs i te: 
www . ftm-intl.org 
TLC's website: 
www.transgenderlawcenter.org. 

FTMI's new second address is: 

LGBT Community Center 
1800 Market Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
Phone : 415.865.5619 & 415.865.5642 
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Meet the Board! 
Last June the FTMI membership elected a new Board of Directors, 
possibly the most diverse representation in the history of the 

organization. The backgrounds, skills, and aspirations they bring to 
FTMI could take us to a whole new level of service to the FTM community. 

Dale Al trows is a Jewish gay FTM anarchist father of 3 
who was first was elected ro the Board over 3 years ago. His roles 
while on the board have included member at large secretary, and 
Vice President. Other responsibilities he has assumed have been 
negotiating contracts, e-mail correspondence, and ewsleccer 
and Resource Guide distribution and outreach. He has attended 
several conferences on behalf of FTM International. In addition, 
Dale has totally updated the Resource Guide, which he edits and 
publishes while continuing to do research to veri fy and expand 
its listings. He enjoys connecting with other activists around the 
world, especially those who are marginalized and less privileged 
than chose of us in established communities. He maintains hi 
commitment to represent Canada in FTMI's pursuits, as he feels 
that rhe FTMI New letrer could use more of an incernarional 
slant. Altrows has already won a major precedent-sening legal 
battle against Quebec's government enforcement of genical 
surgery as prerequisite to legal sex change. 

Ray Carannante, MSW is a die-hard native New Yorker 
who is currently working ar the Michael Callen-Audre Lorde 
Communiry Health Center, the ciry's only LGBT health facili ty. 
He has had several roles at CaJJen-Lorde: therapist for the trans 
community, HIV counselor, trans/HN support group facilitator, 
trainer, token crannie, ere. He has also worked wirh (and still does, 
in various capacities) the Gender Idenriry Project of the LGBT 
Community Center doing individual counseling and providing 
support groups for the tran communities. A community orga
nizer, Ray led the group that put together "Body and Soul," a 
healthcare conference for FTMs and those on che masculine 
spectrum. In his free time, he likes co take spinning classes, per 
every dog he sees, ride roller coasters, and play silly amusement 
park games to win useless stuffed animals. He starred his transition 
5 years ago, and is srill engaged in the continual muggle to gee his 
grandparents to call him "he" in public. 

Tyler Fong, an American-born Chinese, was raised in 
Antioch, CA and currently resides in Concord, CA. He is a 
radiologic technologist with Kaiser Permanance in WaJnut Creek, 
and active member of the UC Davis Symphony Orchestra, Cal 
Aggie AJumni Marching Band-uh, substitu te horn for the Contra 
Cosca Chamber Orchestra, and volunteer facilitator of Gender 
Quest in Pleasant Hi ll. Affi liared wirh FTM Internacional since 
1996, Tyler is the current Advertising Editor of rhe FTM 
International Newsletter. His experiences as a heterosexual Asian 
female in a predominantly Caucasian ciry have brought some 
interesting perspectives to the educators, counselors and students 
in attendance at his various speaking engagements. He has 
represented TGSF, FTM International, and Catl1olic Charities of 
Ease Contra Costa Cow1cy as an FTM/rransgendered male. 
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Recently he helped organize and participated in the annual 
TG F Cotillion to crown Miss TGSF 2002. As a scientist, 
technologist, musician and educator, he hopes to cominue his 
activism in trans awareness in both che queer and mainstream 
communities. 

Tam has Griffith is a new transman with strong roots in 
the Bay Area lesbian community who strives to be an ally to 
people of colo r. He would like co see more people of color in 
roles of power and responsibiliry on the board of FTMI, bur chat 
is noc yec the case. He ran for the board co help insure char 
ITMI's support network is a welcoming space and useful tool for 
che wide range ofFTMs and SOFFAs seeking supporc. An 
information technology professional, Tamhas is currencly helping 
renovate che FTMI office computers and website. Aside from 
updating the design and general content, he wanes to promote 
more content specific to people of color on the website and 
perhaps to feamre one article from the newsleccer quarterly that 
is translated into a language ocher than English. Having gotten 
cremendou upporc from che guys at FTMI, he hopes to offer 
something in return. 

Juan Alejandro Lamas is a working class Latino/Hispanic 
Transgendered person. An auto-mechanic by day and a closer 
writer by night, Juan is a published writer and playwright whose 
latest work wi ll be seen shortly in a upcoming book about 
rransgender and gender variant folks. Juan is also the founder of 
the Bi-l ingual (gender) group "Queer Latinos". Juan is an avid 
boxer also into weight training, kickboxing and off street 
fighting. juan@bigblock.com.au 

Malachi Larrabee-Garza is a 22-year-old queer mixed 
race (Mexican-Irish) rransman. Raised in a born-again Christian 
missionary family, he partially grew up in Mexico Ciry in 
government assistance/poverry on both sides of che border while 
dealing with the overall oppression of the anti-queer and trans 
religious movements. When he came out as queer and trans at 
16, he was sent to an Exodus International "healing" center, a 
secluded house where queer and trans youths in custody undergo 
psychotherapy to make them turn to God and away from sin. 
Malachi ran away and ended up in the street economies of San 
Francisco, where he started co rebuild his life based on rhe 
principles of equality and justice. On issues from equal housing 
rights, co passing statewide legislation co keep LGBT youth safe 
in school, to working with TransAcrion to expose police abuse of 
transpeople, he has worked with youth agencies and communi ty 
non-profits to better the conditions of queer and trans youth. He 
currently works with a non-profit caJied C-Beyond as a youth 
educator and mentor. multi_issue@hocmail.com 
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Dion Manley has served as acting Executive Director and 
President of FTMI for the past 2 years. Under Dion's leadership, 
FTMI has initiated new projects in legal advocacy and moved 
into a new office at the LGBT center in San Francisco, as well as 
continued its outreach thorough its publications, support for 
performing arts and ocher events, and che continual fight for 
medical access and research. His immediate focus was co create a 
ream, build strucrure, and strive toward reaching _underserved 
groups within the trans communities. He has represented FTMI 
publicly and politically on a national level, helped raise funds 
and write grams, served on the advisory board of the Youth 
Gender Project, organized trainings, and worked to initiate and 
enhance communication. His dream is co incorporate people of 
color, working-class people, international members, partners, and 
other under-represenced folks into FTMI's leadership. As your 
average, everyday working-class Joe, Dion has found it both a 
challenge and an honor to strive coward bringing people together 
in a spirit of respect, bridging gaps between communities, and 
maintaining FTMI's consistent voice in our fight for social 
justice. 

Jennifer A. Mantle says, "Find a need and fill ir." Having 
herself come to FTMI to conneci: with other partners, she wants 
to help the organization to include and support partners, 
whether current, former, or hoping to be in a relationship with 
an FTM. Seeing outreach as a vi cal function of FTMI, Jennifer's 
has 7 years of experience in coordinating, facilitating, and 
establishing workshops, retreats, and meetings to offer as assets in 
helping to reach those who would benefit from services if they 
knew about chem. Her vision is to establish partners' spaces and 
retreats for all of our constituencies. Jennifer wants to help the 
underserved through training seminars and the production of 
materials to assist in their development. She also hopes to see 
partners represented in che newsletter and on the burgeoning 
website. 

Martin D. Rawlings has been one of the tireless worker 
bees within FTMI since 1998. He ran for the board this year 
because he wants to gee more involved in the process chat guides 
the daily workflow. He has done everything from answering the 
voice mail to Pride organizing. He sees answering the phones as 
high prioriry because it makes us look bad and hurts us all when 
people caU and nobody answers. Though Pride organizing may 
be fun, it is an important way to show new men what we are 
about. Since we need members who follow as well as lead, he 
believes he has a lot to offer the board both as member and as 
volunteer. 

Dragonsani Renteria (Drago) is a deaf, Chicano/Italian 
transman who grew up in El Paso, Texas. A UC Berkeley 
graduate and current President and CEO ofDeaNision, Inc., he 
brings over 15 years of media and non-profit management 
experience and activism to the FTMI board. Widely know as a 
"doer" who gets the job done, Drago is a former Director of the 
Deaf Gay and Lesbian Center who currently serves on the 
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Advisory Board of the Youth Gender Project. He was chosen as a 
Grand Marshall for San Francisco' Freedom Day Parade in 1995 
and was recencly honored as a "Local Hero" for LGBT Pride 
month by KQED Public Broadcasting. Drago believes in the 
mission of FTMI and wants to make a difference. One of his 
main goals as a board member is to make the organization more 
accessible co Deaf and disabled rra.nsmen everywhere. 

Pablo Ky Santos is committed to making FTMI an 
anriracist and anti-sexist organization through diversifying the 
board and membership to be more inclusive of TTMs of all 
colors on the gender identity and sexual orientation spectrum. A 
Filipino and African post-op FTM, Santos has expertise in 
diversity training about POC issues and ocher mulciculcura.l 
aspects of transgender and LGB issues. He is also skilled at 
technical and grant writing, public speaking, community 
mobilization, and outreach. He wants to see the website and 
newsletter reflect more diversiry by including more articles, 
photos, refenals, advertisements, and experiences of people of 
color on the FTM spectrum. 

Gwen Smith is driven by passion. In 1993 she spearheaded 
efforts co change AOL's Terms of Service Agreement, work which 
eventually led co AOL's first transgender forum. She has contin
ued to infuse her passion throughout cyberspace, creating web 
projects like the Remembering Our Dead project and 
webmisuessing Loren Cameron's Online Alchemy and Man Tool 
sites. She writes regular columns for the Bay Area Reporter and 
the Philadelphia Gay News. Other writings of hers have appeared 
in publications and Internet sires as diverse as Gay.com, the 
FORGE Newsletter, the San Francisco Chronicle, Transgender 
Community News, Out Magazine, Penthouse.com, Transgender 
Tapestry, Wi!lyboy, and ochers. She envisions a community where 
no one i_s left out, where no one is made to feel le s important 
than anyone else, and where we can rake our strength from each 
ocher's talents. 

Marcus Rene Van appreciates the hiscory behind ITMI 
as an organization chat has taken transgender activism to a whole 
new level by advocating for social and legal change. He wants co 
be a part of the forward motion, one of many voices in chis 
revolution of claiming gender. Van is an outspoken rransgender 
writer/activist of color who has presented his work over the past 
4 years at events through LYRIC, SFWAR, the LGBT Center in 
San Francisco, the Harvey Mille Institute, National Slam Poetry 
Finals, and many ocher organizations advocating for social 
change. He has also written commencary on trans~sexuality and 
participated in trainings and panels dealing with race, class, and 
gender on a national level. As a board member, he wants co 
combine creative programming with conventional activism, 
using our creative voices to shatter the status quo through 
community organizing. Says Van, "The energy I bring comes 
from the soul of living in chis skin and the need co make this 
world an easier place for us to reside." 
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Plan Z: 
Gender Euphoria in the 
Tennessee Woods 

A
t IDA faerie land, eighcy trannie 
and wimmin activists formed a 
circle. Interspersed among them 

were radical faeries in fabulous drag and 
various states of undress. There was a go
around of names and preferred pronouns 
and an announcement of a solstice parcy. 
Then all dashed off for a faerie-made feast. 

The 1st annual Plan Z. a strategy 
conference for trannies and wimmin took 
place from June 17'h through the 23rd

, 

2002 in rural Tennessee. Designed to give 
trannies and wimmin a space ro spend less 
rime barding gender oppression and more 
time forming policical strategies, Plan Z 
was an inspiring event. Daily working 
group meetings created strategic plans 
including a protocol for a domestic 
violence task force, a 
youth liberation/radical 
parenting conference, and 
a network for health
related activism. Topics 
ranging from mental 
illness to Plan Columbia 
were covered in work
shops designed for each 
day's theme - sensicivicy, 
home/communicy, health/ 
environment, militarization, and global 
solidaricy. The presence of so much new 
information and energy seemed to keep 
people strongly engaged through a week 
of incense exploration and discussion. 

Based in a tradition of anti-authori
tarian organizing, the Plan Z collective 
tried to make all decisions by consensus, a 
process by which individuals work 
together toward a unanimous final 
decision. This organizing method 
continued through the conference wich 
daily meetings, wh ich all pa rticipants were 
encouraged co attend. The copies of these 
meetings ranged from scheduling to 

substance-free activities. Participants had 
an opportunity co give their own opinions 
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by Camden, Plan Z Collective Member 

of how the conference should be run and 
devise methods for implementing 
changes. le was an empowering, chough 
sometimes lengthy, process. 

One of the goals of this first 
Plan Z was to begin bridging the 
gap between radical feminise bio
wimmin and radical feminise/ 
transfeminist transfolks. Starting 
with the first day's theme of 
sensitivity and continuing through rhe 
week, workshops and individual conversa
tions created new allies and allowed 
participants, crannies and biowimmin 
alike, tO actively fight their own 
transphobia. Often, small groups of 
trannies garhered to share rheir frustration 
and stress at listening to others air their 

transphobic issues. However, the support
ive acmosphere and the obvious willing
ness of all participants to learn from each 
other made the conference a safer space to 
wrestle with these lessons. 

Plan Z's greatest shortcoming was ics 
lack of diversicy. In the organizing of the 
conference, outreach was regrettably 
lacking. There were very few attendees-of
color and, though the land was made as 
accessible as possible, the absence of many 
mobilicy-impaired folks was obvious. In 
addirion, while the bio-wimmin and the 
younger gender-queer and tranny-boy 
circles were well represented, very few 
transwimmin attended and the voices of 
most of the older trans generation were 

missing. Creating alliances across these 
gaps can, perhaps, be a future goal of Plan 
Z . Hopefully, the organizing collective will 
be able to improve upon last year's work 

·;- .. :· . . 
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and attract a more diverse pool to next 
summer's conference. 

Too much of policies and strategy 
will, of course, addJe the brain, so the 
evening was a time to unwind. It was also 
our best chance co spend time with our 
faerie hosts who were often much amused 
by our anti-authoritarian lingo and the 
occasional shock at faerie customs (if you 
ever visir faerie land, keep in mind that 
hissing is a positive reaction). The 
connections formed between the faerie 
community and the wimmin/crannie 
communities, including building a 44-fooc 
bridge together, were enlightening, 
amusing, and long overdue. The last night 
of che conference the IDA faeries brought 
out their drag, faeries arrived from nearby 
land, and everyone dressed at their most 
fabulous. In the center of the ensuing 
dance party, four figures could be seen - a 
three-year-old in a taffeta ballgown, a 
tranny-boy in hocpants and binding, a 
faerie in a corset, g-string, and 5-inch 
heels, and a womyn in a red sequin leotard 
and cop hat. It was a light-hearted ex:ample 
of gender liberation and a fitting end to an 
amazing week. ~ 

To find out more about next 
summer's Pla n z 2003, please ema11 
planz2003@hotma i l .com 

Th i s article represents only the 
author's 1mpress1ons of the con
ference and does not in any way 
speak for the Plan Z co l lective or 
the attendees of Pla n Z 2002 . 
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Camp Trans and the Michigan Womyn's Music Festival liiJi)I 
by Max Spit and Alex Gino ~ 

Max Spit: 
In August I attended my third Camp 

Trans. While I feel strongly about the issue 
ar hand- rhat is, the inclusion of 
rr.mswomen at the Michigan Womyn's 
Music Fesrin!-1 also see the issue as really 
indicarive of a w~r c.ransphobic sociecy, 
which du<.: ro fear and ignorance, persecutes 
and excludes uans people. 

This ALSaust's event was drastically 
different than the 6rsr one I attended in 
'99. Few believed me when I gave accounts 
of Camp Trans 1999, when almost 
everyone wenr onto "the land" to protest, 
and I was left alone with one orber 
transguy shivering in a tent, while a group 
of Festival-goers literally put a curse on the 
Camp Trans campsite. It was scary. 

This August, Camp Trans was an 
entirely different place. First of all, the 
space was different-bigger and becrer
with a lot more room for outdoor music 
and workshops. I missed being right across 
from the fesrival gate, but chen I remem
bered that curse and chought betteL 

Unlike years before, mosr of the over 
100 people in attendance chis year camped 
at Ca.mp Trans. boycotting the lvfichigan 
festival altogether. The space felt much more 
unified politically; that is, the majority in 
attendance felt they were there for a twofold 
purpose-to get the festival to change its 
don't-ask-don't tell, essentially anci
transwomen policy and to work cogecher to 
end hacred against trans people everywhere. 

However, Camp Tra11s has its prob
lems. First, over the years the number of 
transwomen in attendance has dwindled 
dramatically. Why? Camp Trans is now 
overrun v.~ch transguys and others assigned 
female at birth, whose own issues of 
inclusion have overshadowed Camp Trans' 
original intent of winning access to 
M\VMF for those assigned male at birch. 
Many discussions revolved around this 
issue, and in one community forum-sryled 
meeting, the nocion of FTMs harboring 
sexism and misogyny against MTFs was 
brought up. These are the things we should 
be talking about. These discussions, led by 
transwomen, made many of the FTMs 
chere rethink chcir original reasons for 
coming to Camp Trans. 
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While much of the entertainment came 
from within Camp Trans-including music, 
poetry, and a really-funny skit about 
obnoxious comments Fescival-goers had said 
aboLtt trans people-one night a group of 
Drag Kings performed. I normally enjoy 
drag performances and have found many 
tr-ansfolks and allies within that community, 
but this night of entertainment :lelc wrong. 

Hundreds of people from the Festival 
came over to watch, and after it was over, 
they all went back to the women's festival
the performers included. I later found out 
that, although a number are trans-i<lemi.fied, 
all of the performers attended and camped 
at the Festival, not at Camp Trans. They 

used our space for their performance but 
showed no allegiance to the larger purpose 
of Camp Trans. Also, only a couple of 
people from the Festival vencw·ed out to 

Camp Trans during the week I know for a 
fucc chat a significant number ofFTMs 
attend the Festival or work there every year. 
Why don't they show their support?This 
feels like a beu-ayal! 

I know that Camp Trans is for many 
folks something still up for debare. But 
while I played and danced and camped and 
played with grrls and boys and 
genderqueers, grovmups and little kids, I 
knew that Camp Trans is something I really 
care about. Though I realize that Michigan 
Womyn's Music Festival is something chat 
only happens once a year {and I have no 
persona! desire to attend it) I am certain that 
d1e exclusion of cranswomen anywhere is 
wrong. I will continue co support my sisters. 

Alex Gino: 
The Michigan Women's Music 

Festival, now in its 27m year, is a women's 
campout held every August. Roughly half 
the women at t-.1WMF support Camp 

Trans and are for eliminating the event's 
"womyn-born womyn" only policy. (Read: 
"no trans people") However, other 
attendees, as well as festival and land owner 
Lisa Vogel, are invested in keeping the 
policy in place. These attendees often say 
that they are trans-positive, but that the 
festival is not a place for trans-inclusion. 

Numbers at this year's MWMF were 
down to about 4,000, from 5,500-6,000 
in recent years. Some believe this is a 
result of people boycotting it because of 
the anti-trans policy. A number of 
performers have also refused to play at che 
festival until the policy changes. 

The stance of the Camp Trans 
organizers was that the MWMF policy 
should be changed co include nU. self
identified women, but they encouraged 
discussion. Should rransmen and 
genderqueer people who do not idenrify as 
women be allowed ac the festival? Camp 
1i-ans facilitated conversation and dialogue 
on this and other trans-related issttes both 
internally and with MWMF attendees 
through workshops, one-on-one conversa
tions, performances, moderated discussions, 
and a parade complete with giant puppets. 

But many at the camp were not aware 
of each other's issues, and imersex issues 
were barely discussed. There was an 
upsetting lack of transwomen, people of 
color, older people, and people with 
disabilities present. However, attendees 
were generally careful about recognizing 
who was and was not there and discussing 
what chat meant and how it could change. 

Outside of the polirical message, the 
cam pout was also an incredible a.mount of 
fun. Communal vegan dinners and daily 
camp-wide meetings fostered a caring, 
giving atmosphere, and nightly dance 
parties provided heaping quantities of fun. 
Resources were shared and, in face, many 
cars remained unlocked for the week. It 
was a heartening example of non-hierarchi
cal community and togecl1erness. 

While people at Camp Trans hope 
chat the festival changes its policy soon, we 
would like co continue to gee together in 
the woods, on our own terms. For more 
information about Camp Trans, visit http:/ 
/www.angelfire.com/ emo/joshisahoccie/. 'T 
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Acne and FIMs 
by Nick Edwards 

A
lchough family genetics often 

predispose people co have acne, 
caking tescoscerone is more likely 

co be che culpric for FTMs. When female
bodied people injecc or apply cescoscerone 

for che purpose of transirion, they go 
through a male puberry. Male puberty is a 
magnet for acne flare-ups due ro the 
overproduction of oil in che skin. In most 

cases, acne occurs in the beginning years 
of testosterone therapy, buc it can flare up 
any time in lacer years. 

\Vhy does cescoscerone often cause acne 

problems? Not only does testosterone cause 

the skin co produce more oil, but rescoscer
one also affects the way the skin is able co 
slough off dead cells. These cells get caught 
in the pores and hair follicles, especially che 

fo!Jicles starting co produce whiskers. 
Acne develops in the hair follicles, in 

the lining of che skin ducts surrounding 

hair foll icles, and in rhe sebaceous oil 
glands. The oil and surface din get caught 
behind a plug of waxy oil and skin cells, 
causing inflammarion and infection. This 

event triggers the body's immune system 
co send out infection-fighting white blood 

cells that also get caught in the affected 
area. Then a red bump or cyst appears. 

There are 2 different rypes of acne chat 
can appear on the face, back, chest and 
scalp: inflammatory and non-inflammatory. 

Inflammatory Acne 
Severe inflammatory acne can cause 

disfiguring cysts and deep scars. Inflam-

macory acne causes whiceheads co become 
infecced and produce large puscules deep 
under the skin. These ge£Ierally hurt 

before you can see chem-always a good 
indicacor char one is abouc ro gee our of 
hand. 

One thing you can do at this point is 
co schedule an immediate visit co your 
dermatologist. He or she can injecr each 

deep cyst with a combinacion of 
Lidocaim® ro <lull che pain, antibiotics, 
and an anci-inflammacory cortisone steroid 
while che cyst is still small. Th is will lessen 

d1e chance of the cyst becoming larger and 
more painful. Immediate acrion also 

minimizes scarring. Using: moist heat packs 
on these spots before the visit and after is 
recommended. This helps with the pain 
and helps the affected area drain. 

Non-Inflammatory Acne 
Non-Inflammatory is a milder form 

of acne consisting of whireheads and 
blackheads chat easily be treated with 
over-the-counter topical o intmenrs or 
lotions like Oxy-10 ®. This rype of acne 

can be above or below the skin, either as a 
closed comedo, also known as a white

head, or as an open comedo when the 
plug gees larger and comes away from the 
duce. Blackheads are not <lirr crapped 

under the skin; they are che result of che 
dark skin pigmentation called melanin 
building up wirhin che comedo. That's 

why they don't wash away when you wash 
your face. 

Acne Tips 
There are other contributing factors 

nor associated with cescoscerone use that 
should be taken into consideration. Here 

are some tips co help keep acne problems at 
bay. 

Eat a lot of fruics and vegetables. Try 
to avoid a lot of fat in your diet. Avoid 

stress. Get a lot of sleep. Use vi ram ins high 
in iodine with caution. The recommended 
daily dosage of iodine is less than J 50 mcg. 

Anything higher can cause acne flare-ups. 
You may notice more acne when using 

medications for depression, such as 
Lithium and Elavilorwhen using anri

seiwre medications such as Dilantin. Don't 
stop these medications if you notice acne 
problems. Consult your doctor or derma

tologist for help. 
Use spores supplements such as 

Androscenedione and DHEA, with 

caution. They can elevate natural cestoscer
one levels in females, resulting in acne. 

Avoid rubbing alcohol, also known as 
Isopropyl Alcohol, because it irritates the 
skin, scrips off good bacteria, and dries our 
the skin. This stimulates the oil glands to 

produce even more oil co keep the skin 
surface in balance. Also, avoid any face 

washes or astringents that contain alcohol. 
Sea Breeze ® is mostly alcohol. Avoid 
shaving produces like pre-shave lotions for 
electric shavers chat contain alcohol. 

Use colognes like musk and others 
with ingrediencs like ambrette and 

cinnamates sparingly and only on the 

<£>andy Kasten 
MB/\. ft.,. Attorney al Law 
510.526.48'22 

r:,-Tax Mallers MoYER AND A.ssocIATES 

1509 6olano Avenue. &uile C 
t\lbany. CA 94706 

r:,- Estate Planning 
r:,- Wills (l:JTrust.s 
r:,- Corpora lions 
roe Nonprofi t.i; 

STRATEGIC ENTERPRISES, INC. SUNSET MORTGAGE Co. 

Walter W. Moyer, Accountant (FIM) 
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~ 
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D. Soltis 
neck, because they can cause Aare-ups. 
These also contain alcohol. 

Carefully choose your dandruff 
shampoo. Use a dandruff shampoo that 
conrains tar, zinc, o r sal icylic acid. When 
using hair spray or mousse, avoid che skin of 
rhe face. Those that have breakouts on their 
scalps from testosterone, should be sure co 
wash thei r hair dai ly. 

Wash your face in the morning and 
evening. You can use a variecy of over-che
counter acne washes or preparations such as 

Proactiv Solution ® or Murrad ® that you 
can order on-line or from television. 

Prescription Medications 
If your acne becomes a problem, there 

are a number of medications prescribed by 
your doctor or dermarologist chat help 
combat acne, especially severe inflamma
tory acne. 

• Oral antibiotics: Tetracycline, 
Ooxycycline & Ampicillin 

• Topical antibiotic lotions: Eryrhromy
cin 2% and Clindamycin 2% 

• Topical gels: Di/ferin ®, Metrogel ®, 
Clindamycin and Azelex ® 

• Topical creams: Retin-A® or its 
generic; Tretinoin, Salicylic acid 

• Oral medications: Accut11ne®. 
In closing, try over-the-counter acne 

preparations first. If you find one that 
works well for you, use it regularly. If no 
over-the-counter topical medications or 
acne washes work for you, you might ask 
your doctor whether lowering your 
testosterone injection by a few milligrams 
might help. This has helped some people, 
including myself You can also cry using 
testosterone enanchate (brand name, 
Delatestryl®) if you find your acne is more 
profuund while using testosterone 
cypionate (brand name, Depo-Yestoster
ont©) or vise versa. This rnethod has also 

Michael L.Brownsteln, M.O., FACS 

Ple:stic, RC(;on:structive and Gemkr Surgery 

1001 Mariposa Street 
Suite 101 

San Francisco, CA. 94107-2519 

Toll Free (877} 255-2081 
e•mail: m1b@brownsteinmd.com 

Mernb .. Amtricaft Society cl Plaali<: SaQ&Ma 

worked well for me as well as for others. If 
you do decide to cry a different form of 
testosterone, give yourself at least 6 weeks 
co give your body plenty of time to get 
used to it. Don't give up after a couple of 
weeks wirh any new regime or medication 
you are crying. Often che effeccs of any new 
form of acne medication, injection regime, 
or type of testosterone won't be noticeable 
for 7-12 weeks. If all else fails, consult a 
dermatologist or your regular doctor. ... 

@ 2002 Nick Edwards The Transi
tional Male Al l ri ghts reserved. 

Nick Edwards 
was born 43 
years ago in 
Oakland, 
California. He 
moved to 
Ok l ahoma City, 
Okla homa in 
1970, where he 
has l ived the 
majority of 
the t ime since In May of 2002 he 
celebrated 10 years of sobriety. 
Nick has been on testosterone 
since 1995. He created and contin
ues to expand an excellent Web 
resource, the Tra ns itiona l Ma le , 
which claims to be a comp rehensive 
educationa l site for transmen, 
spouses, family and friends. 
Indeed it is . 

TRANSGENDER SUPPORT GROUP Los Angeles Gender Center 
Safe ongoing group 
All gender queers welcome 
Transitioning NOT required 
Monday eves 'Y East Bay near BART 
FREE interview 'f' Sliding scale $20-45/wk 

Valerie Igl, Licensed Marriage & Family Therapist 
htt p:/ /members.aol.com/val igl/page/feministtherapy.htm 

valigl@aol.com 510-527-5662 
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TGITSICD Counseling 
Individual, Couples, Group Counseling 
and Referrals for the Transgendered 
Community. Partners, and Families. 

Open Monthly Events. 
3 I 0.4 75.8880 

www.lagendercenter.com 
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The High Price of Manhood 

0 n December 26 and 27, 2001. I 
underwent tv,ro surgeries on my 
left thigh, due to an abscess 

caused by a testosterone injection: one 
surgery to drain the abscess and another 
to remove diseased and dead tissue and 
bone. It was hard to hear that, after 7 
years of being my own needle-jockey, I 
had infected myself. In all, I spent two 
weeks in the hospital and six weeks 
staying with my father while I completed 
an IV course of antibiotics, and was out of 
work or worked less than 15 hours-per
week for seven months. I nearly died, I 
nearly lose my leg, I needed to have nearly 
25% of my femur (thighbone) cut away, 
and I spent four months changing my 
own wound dressings twice dai ly until the 
cavernous crater (9" long, 5" wide, and 
1.5" deep) healed close on its own. Now, 1 
have an angry red crevice to remind me of 
the personal price I have paid for my 
masculinity. 

It's not as if I hadn't cried to get 
medical help before I went into septic 
shock (that's blood poisoning to us lay 
people) and returned co the ER at UCSF 
in San Francisco after Xmas. Ten days 
earlier, I spent nine hours having various 
ER staff who examined my back for sciatic 
pain and eventually sent me home 
without intervention. The ER staff 
consulred my orthopedic surgeon (who 
hadn't examined me and had only 
conversed with other doctors via tele
phone) and performed an MRI, although 
I had chat procedure one week before. I 
kept asking them to look at my leg, which 
was swollen, reddish, squishy feeling, 
feverish, and had unrelenting pain 
running down the back of my leg. I had 
spent weeks at home, sick with a fever and 
unable to sleep, tossing and turning in bed 
in berween standing in cold showers 
trying co break the cycle of pain and fever. 
The staff refused and continued to focus 
on my back. 

From rhe start, the staff lost all 
pretense of caring abour me after learning 
I was FTM and my injury may have been 
te.mmerone-relaced. Despite my 1O1-
degree fever, I sensed the prevailing 
attitude was that I brought the injury on 
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By Marcus de Maria Arana 

myself by messing around with steroids. 
Without examining me or asking a 
question, che surgeon told them to send 
me home with "inoperable sciatica'' 
regardless of my fever and unexamined leg. 
The ER staff released me. I wept uncon
trollably as I struggled with my shoes. 

The nurse asked me why I was crying, 
and I explained about the pain and che 
lack of sleep. Her response was "At least 
you got rwo shots of morphine." I was 
horrified- I wasn't there for the drugs. I 
was there because I was afraid I was dying 
and I needed immediate help. And che 
truth is that l was slowly dying because of 
two types of nasty bacteria that had 
infected my thigh muscle, the infection 
slowly working its way into my femur. 

The realiry was that ] had cleaned a 
small area on my thigh with alcohol and 
then missed chat target when I started to 

inject. I should have immediately 
withdrawn the needle and started over. I 
had also forgotten to wash my hands 
before filling the syringe. and I am aware 
of my mistakes. Any other man on this 
hormone could have made the same 
mistakes and had an idemical injury. The 
difference is that a man who is not FTM 
would not have mer with the same 
prejudice and transphobia, and his health 
insurance would have covered the high 
cost of che complication. 

In fact, most insurance companies 
specifically exclude any treatments 
associated with transgender or transsexual 
care, which has often been interpreted co 

exclude complications as well, regardless 
char they may be life d1reatening. I was 
lucky chat I am a San Francisco City 
employee, and SF is the only municipal
ity that offers TG health coverage ro ics 
employees. I was very fortunate because 
the hospital bills alone exceeded $60,000. 

As the weeks passed after that ill
fated injection, I got increasingly sicker 
and even canceled a trip to NYC after 
puking into the trashcan at the SF 
airport. I finally recogni-ied I was in a 
losing battle with my mystery illness. The 
day after Xmas, the ER staff did take me 
seriously when I returned with a 1O4.5-
dcgree fever. T his time they did examine 

my leg and, after an ultrasound revealed a 
500cc abscess, they rushed me into 
surgery. There are far coo many tales of 
transphobia to render here. Suffice it to say 
chat my injury somehow became regarded 
as that "transsexual abscess in 907B". I was 
no longer viewed simply as an unfortunate 
person with an infection, but rather the 
disease was in being transgender. Some
how, I had brought this down upon myself 
by injecting testosterone as a uanssexual. I 
got the vibe from some providers chat I 
had gotten what I deserved for messing 
with nature. 

I do have tales of kindness about my 
fad1er, stepsister, friends, and colleagues 
sharing their rime, resources, and love by 
helping me on a grueling climb co survive 
che injury and rebuild my shattered life. 
There have been kind strangers helping me 
with my wheelchair and walker. And, I 
have developed a great love oflife and 
gratitude for whac I have. Cerrainly, I 
learned that transition must be taken very 
seriously, recognizing the risks of hormonal 
injections. And, I am one of the lucky ones 
to survive medical transphobia, unlike 
Robert Eads or Tyra Hunter. 

Mosely, I have learned to be present, 
taking each day as though I may never see 
another. Being that close to death l1as 
inspired me co enjoy life and all char it 
brings, good and bad. After all, how can I 
complain knowing char each day is a 
precious gift that nearly became a casualty 
of my masculinity? 'Y 

Marcus de Maria Arana i s a Discrimi
nation Investigator for the San 
Fra ncisco Human Rights Commission 
specifically addressing complaints 
based upon gender identity. Since 
coming out as FTM in 1994, Marcus 
has been the site manager for t he 
1995 FTM in the Americas conference, 
Editor of the FTM 
Newsletter from 
1995 to 1997, 
Faculty member at 
Creating Change 
Conference ' s 
Gender Splendor 
Institute 2001, 
and educator on 
transgender 
awareness and 
1 ega 1 rights. 
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Identity 
by Michael 

When you look at me, what do you see? 
When I tell yo u who I am, do you hear me? 

W:t is identity? How do 
people identify? These two 
questions have imrigued me 

for many years. Throughout my life, I 
have taken on many forms of idencities, 
along with role expectations prescribed by 
those idemities. Biologically, I was born 
male. However, I was never very success
ful at playing the boy role. Growing up, I 
was always getting in trouble for playing 
with dolls or acting like a girl. People 
created me like the stereotyped sissy, 
dishing our disapproving looks and 
hurtful remarks which, try as I might, I 
just couldn't understand. 

By the rime I starred high school, I 
had been given the labels faggot and poofter, 
even though I didn't have the faintest clue 
what these names meant. When 1 did learn 
what these names meant, I went along 
with them because they seemed to describe 
me. After all, I was attracted to boys, so, I 
thought this must be what I am. As a 
consequence of these experiences, I 
identified as a gay-boy for many years. J 
grew up co become a hairdresser and, more 
importantly, personified the gay male 
hairdresser stereotype to perfection. 

By this time I had moved to Brisbane, 
Austral ia, Lving within the gay community, 
fully engaged in the gay nightclub scene. 
Counter to outward appearances, however, 
I wasn't entirely comfortable anymore with 
the gay label. Rather than gay, I began to 
identify myself as queer, with my defini
tion of queer being, "anything different and 
unusual". Different and unusual in 
comparison co what, you may ask. In my 
mind, and within myself, 1 felt I was 
different and unusual in comparison to 

both the straight and gay communities. 
After all, I slept with men, so I couldn't 
possibly be straight. However, l also slept 
with women, so I didn't feel I was entirely 
gay either. Given my biological status, ir 
seemed fa incly ridiculous for me to identify 
as lesbian; and for some reason I couldn't 
explain at the time, the term bisexual had 
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always made me feel uncomfortable, so 
queer l became. 

I was very happy with my new chosen 
identity and, within it, I found a freedom 
to be. Unfortunate!}~ even though I found 
this concept of queer to be quite a simple 
one, many people around me seemed ro 
find it quite confusing. Their confusion 
seemed to be compounded by one of the 
most important events in my life. 

I mer a boy and fell in love. Even more 
fortunate, my feelings were reciprocated. 
Many of my friends, at the time, cottldn't 
seem to get their head around the fact chat 
my new boyfriend had been born, biologi
cally, female. Ironically, I received more 
support and encouragement to explore chis 
new relationship from my 'straight 
identifying' friends, than I did from my 
'gay identifying' friends. Some couldn't 
undersr.and why a gay boy would wane to 
be in a relationship with a woman. One 
person asked me if this relationship meant 
that I was straight now. I have always felt 
that friendships have a natural expiry 
date-after all people change and grow 
apart. What I couldn't predict however, was 
the number of close friends I would lose at 
this time in my life. 

Don't get me wrong. I am not trying 
co imply chat I was the hard-done-by and 
misundersrood innocent within this period 
of turbulent change, because I certainly 
wasn't. I was absorbed wiclun that beautiful 
thing which is falling in love, wan ring co 
spend every waking moment with the 
person 1 was in love with, coupled with a 
new identity crisis of my own. I just didn't 
have the energy or the patience to be 
dealing with negative criticism and 
ignorant opinions abouc what I was doing 
with my life. In many ways, I went through 
my own period of transition over the next 
few years, with the greatest impetus to my 
transformation being the support and 
encouragement I received from my parmer. 

When I sropped and surveyed my new 
reality, I discovered that most of my old 

chosen family, my closest friends, had 
disappeared from my life for one reason or 
another. I now found I was no longer the 
person I once thought I was, so I sec about 
recreating, yet again, a new reality for 
mysel( This reality encompassed my new 
chosen family, my partner and friends and 
also, because of my having moved away 
from Brisbane, a new living environment. 

Another fundamental change had 
taken place wicl1in me. I no longer wanted 
to work within the so-called beauty 
industry. The continual questioning of my 
own and other peoples' beliefs and ideas 
concerning sex, gender and sexuality led 
me to the recognition chat I wanted to 
learn more about the world I had been 
Llving in. The question of how I would go 
about this seemed to have quite a simple 
answer. I decided I wanted to go co 
u01vers1ry. 

That decision, made many years or a 
lifetime ago-however you choose to 

perceive it- was one of the best decisions I 
have ever made. With the support and 
encouragement of my partner, I have 
rediscovered a passion for learning. 

One consranc that has remained with 
me, throughout my studies, is the question 
of identity and how people choose to 
identify. BeITTg in a relationship with 
someone who is FTM, has certainly 
operated, on one level, as a challenge co my 
own beliefs and opi1uons concerning 
questions of identity. At the same time 
however, this remains only one aspect 
within the intricate web of social relations 
and forms of self-identification that I come 
in contact with on a daily basis. Given that 
all human beings are generally viewed as 
unique individuals, it seems a logical seep ro 
suggest that all human beings will also have 
a unique method of sclf-idencification. 

One poinc that continues to fascinate 
and. at times, frustrate me is the way 
people seem to cling to one overarching 
idenciry marker for their expression of 

conti nued on p. 24 ► 
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Death and Transition 
by Garin Wiggins 

F 
or many FTMs, Alexander John Goodrum's suicide on 
rhe lase Sarurday in Seprember case a pall over rhe month 
and a half before this year's Transgender Day of Remem

brance. 1 know the pressured isolation that can claim a fellow 
accivisr in che midsc of a million projecrs, bur I have nor 
experienced the racism aimed ar those of us whose transition 
makes them men of color. I never met Alexander, but somehow 
I took his death personally. He was family. 

At work rhat Monday, while reading the slew of e-mails on 
Goodrum's death, I received an AOL Instant Message from my 
daughter, who cold me rhat my grandmother had died on Sunday. 
They were having the funeral as we typed. I felt a lead balloon drop 
in my heart. We had a good on line conversation-which she ended 
abruptly with no warning. The next day I wrote to her about how 
hurt 1 was rhac my mother had not told me my grandmother was 
dying or let me have a chance to come to the funeral. No response. 
And my morher still has not communicated with me. 

1 mourned for my grandmother having died without knowing 
why I suddenly disappeared from her life. When I realized that my 
mother's not telling me of her dearh was a strong message in a long 
line of such unspoken erasures, 1 fina!Jy understood that it is time for 
me to fuce the reality that my mother, futher, brother, daughter, 
grandson, and granddaughter, though living, are dead and gone &om 
my life-and 1 from theirs. Five years have passed since 1 have seen 
any of my fumily members, and the body, name, and gender role 
they knew as me is indeed dead. They have adjusced to my absence, 
made it dear they want me to stay away, and gone on with their lives. 

Another FrM committed suicide nor long after Alexander. 
Then, less than a month later, we were all shocked by the brutal 
murder of 17-year-old Gwen Arujo by her peers. More poignant 
than my personal grief has been my pain for the murdered trans 
people and chose suffering inner problems difficult to bear. This 
November 20, the Transgender Day of Remembrance events held 
in more than 90 locations around the world attested to the 
outrageous face that the number of cransgender murders continues 
to increase. We demand justice, public education, respect for our 
gender status, and the recognition of these murders as hate crimes. 

Trans people and our supporters from the Philadelphia area 
came together on the Day of Remembrance and read the bloody 
derails about those of us who became statistics. Several who had 
been moved by Goodcum's death spoke of the connection they felt 
with him. But we sang and recited poems and read rescimonies and 
cold tales of our determination and dignity and triumphs too. I 
realized then that the trans community and all who have minds 
and heans large enough co embrace people of alJ kinds are my 
family. We who have died in more ways than we remember can be 
there for each other. "He ain'r heavy, he's my brorher. So on we go." 

Alexander John Goodrum 
October 3, 1960 - September 28, 2002 
Chicago, IL· San Francisco, CA· Tucson, AZ 

Alexander John Goodrum, a transgender activist and 
community leader, hanged himself in the early morning 

hours of Saturday, September 28, while hospitalized for 
depression and related psychiatric observation at La Frontera 
Psychiatric Health Facility in Tucson, Arizona. He would have 
been 42 on October 3. 

"Bear", as he was affectionately known, was a disabled 
African-American bisexual female -to -male transsexual activist. 
He was the driving force behind the transgender-inclusive non
discrimination ordinance in Tucson in 1999. Goodrum founded 
TGNet Arizona, a grassroots transgender education and 
advocacy organization, and remained its director until his 
untimely death. 

Goodrum also started the Arizona Transgender Workplace 
Project, an educational program to help the Arizona business 
community deal responsibly with transgendered employees. 
More recently, he was part of the just-announced HRC study 
that gauged the perception of the American public on 
transgender issues. 
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How Can You Help? 
By C. Michael Woodward, TGNet Arizona Advisory Board 

" Even in hi s dea th, Al exander was teaching me, challenging 
me, dar i ng me t o st retch myself, to show my true spirit.'' 

I n my 39 years on the planet, I've 
never had a week quite like the one 
that began on September 28, 2002. It 

began that Saturday evening when I drove 
to La Frontera Psychiatric Health Facility 
for a long-overdue visit with my friend 
Bear. Earlier in the week, I had missed 
getting a chance to see him because I got 
the visiting hours confused, so I was left ro 
simply drop off the items he'd requested. 
Among these items were his vial of 
tesrosterone· two pair of blue jeans ro help 
him stay warm; and some TGNet Arizona 
paperwork for a gram proposal he was, 
despite his hospitalization, driven to 
complete before the October 5 deadline. 

Although we'd talked on rhe phone 
nearly every day since he checked himself 
in, I had not actually been to visit Bear for 
more rhan a week. I arrived at the hospital 
on Saturday, this time on time and eager to 
see my friend. 

I carried with me a stuffed bear named 
Charlie, a gift from rus friend Joe Cox, who 
asked me to convey his love and cell him 
that when he was feeling better, he should 
pass Charlie on to someone else who 
needed him more. 

Imagine my surprise. 
I went back to my car, still clutching 

Charlie. I wasn't sure what co do next. I 
rhoughc, "Why didn't someone tell me??" 
Then I realized: there was no one TO tell 
me. Ocher rhan his family, hundreds of 
miles away in Las Vegas, no one had a clue. 

I'm not even sure who I called first as I 
drove the long stretch back into town, but 
the first live voice I reached was that of 
Kevin Maxey. I searched for words to 

convey the news. Finally they just spilled 
out. From there, the news spread faster than 
an Arizona forest fire. From there, the 
world was changed forever. 

As the week progressed, I found myself 
being continually challenged in ways I 
never had before. I fell into the role of 
family representative. With Lori Swan, I 
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retrieved his belongings from the hospital. 
With Joe, I drove his car from the hospital 
back to his apartment. I picked up and 
sorted a month's worth of mail that had 
accumulated. I had conversations with 
reporters and attorneys and postal 
employees. I repeated the news of his death 
to dozens of people by phone. At some 
point, I think I shut down the part of my 
mind that was grieving and shifted into rhe 
role of coordinator. I let the business of his 
death take over. I had to. I did not like my 
new role, but I knew it had to be done, 
and I was rhe one who needed to do it. 
And l think Bear knew it too. 

Even in his death, Alexander was 
teaching me, challenging me, daring me co 
stretch myself, co show my true spirit. 
Well, this is it folks, and you have 
Alexander John Goodrum to thank. Does 
that make me special? o. My story is only 
one of dozens. We will never know how 
many lives and hearrs he changed, one ar a 
time. I'd only known Bear for just under 
two years .. . and my, oh my-how I wish 
I'd known him longer. 

Alexander John Goodrum was an 
incredible man. He was also incredibly ill, 
and he was incredibly skilled at hiding his 
illness. But when he DID reach out, were 
any of us really there for him? Are we ever 
REALLY there for each other? 

George Bernard Shaw once wrote: 
"The only service a friend can really render 
is to keep up your courage by holding up 
to you a mirror in which you can see a 
noble image of yourself" 

We cannot lee Alexander's death go 
unnoticed or w1resolved or be misunder
stood as something it was not. T his was 
not about his gender status. Alexander 
John Goodrum was the most well ad
justed, most comfortable, most blatantly 
delighted and proud transgendered person 
I've had rhe honor of knowing. 

We cannot afford not to learn from his 
lessons-or from his mistakes. Lee us also 

remember chat even chose whom we hold 
in the rughesc regard are still hwnan, and 
they are not perfect. There is no shame in 
being different. There is no shame in 
having an illness you cannot control. 

All we have to give and receive is 
love. We must be sure that we, as a 
community, are there for each other, in 
spite of each other. We muse stand 
together. We cannot lee personality 
conflicts and hurt feelings and misunder
standings srand in the way of what is 
most important: life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness. Eve1yone's happi
ness, not just our own. We must continue 
to fight for what is right and just in a 
world that is unforgiving and impersonal 
and dosed-minded to anything outside of 
its comfort zone. We must continue his 
work. We must continue to change lives 
and hearts one at a time. This is what 
you can do to help. This is what 
Alexander would want for us. Th is is 
what he would demand! We cannot deny 
him chis legacy. 

Alexander's f riend and colleague 
Michael Woodward launc hed a web 
site f or friends and allies to 
share the i r comments, stories, 
and memories of Alex ander. To 
view and/or participate in t he 
"graffiti wall", please visit 
www.transcribes .org/al exander/ 
graffiti . htm . 

"Diversity is not for 
the squeamish. It 
means making (and 
taking) a space at the 
table that includes 
people you don't like, 
don't agree wi th, or 
who you think are just 
plain wrong." 

-Alexander John Goodrum 
TSC 2002 Keynote address 
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BOOKS 
Peering Inside The 
Phallus Palace 

The Phallus Palace, by 
Dean Kotula. Alyson Books, 
2002. 

Reviewed by 
Max Wolf Valerio 

I f only The Phallus Palace_had been 
published fourteen years ago when I 
first began co hunt down information 

about female-co-male cranssexuality! This 
book is a compendium of information 
and perspectives, a photo/essay book that 
inspires and educates. Dean Kotula, the 
book's principal author, is an FT M 
photographer who has been making 
photography for at least twenty years, 
taking pictures of subjects of men in 
shipyards, fishermen, and now
transmen and transsexual surgery. 

It was the "photoevangelisc" Cherie 
Hiser who persuaded Dean to begin a 
book of his photographs ofFT Ms. Her 
groundbreaking photographs of secret 
subcultures and underground communi
ties (unlikely people with full body 
tattoos before tattoos wenr Hollywood), 
were already well known. She had 
originally meant to take on this project 
herself, but upon meeting Dean, realized 
quickly he should be the one. Dean then 
began the book project that would 
become The Phallus Palace. His intention 
was co photograph transsexual men in the 
ordinariness of our masculinity, and co 
capture the distinctive qualities of 
character and personality in each man. 

Lacer, Cherie introduced Dean to 
William (Bill) E. Parker, a notable and 
passionate multimedia artist whose 

m 

visionary work as a photographer/painter 
and printmaker has grappled with issues 
of masculinity, nature, and recently (after 
working on The Phallus Palace) gender. 
His participation added another layer of 
depth. It was Bill Parker who persuaded 
Dean to open up the book and make it 
more inclusive and ambitious, an 
overview of female-co-male transsexuality 
with a broad base of contributors. He 
became che Consulting Editor, working 
to srrucrure rhe book into a forum 
including essays and interviews with 
family members, surgeons, and therapists. 
There's even a poem and moving self
porcrait from a fifteen year old FTM. It 
was William Parker's belief that such a 
comprehensive work could more capably 
address tl1e many incendiary issues 
involved in FTM life and rransition, and 
convey their complexity co a larger 
American audience. He feels that this 
communication is especially important 
given rhe current political climate. 
Stating, "You have co have (some) way of 
addressing it so chat people who are 
sitting comfortably in their homes, 
(hearing) the current administration, or 
hearing the Christian fundamentalists 
making their pronouncements, and they 
are deadly people, make no mistake . .. 
This is what happened with National 
Socialism ... So my point was I felt like 
you had to gee a broader segment (of 
contributors)" ... (from my interview 
with William E. Parker - Boston, July 
13th, 2002). 

The Phallus Palace is unpretentious; 
there isn't a whiff of academic jargon. The 
prose is immediare and choughcful, with 
feelings and impressions genuine and 
close to the surface of che writing. At the 
core of the work are Dean Kotula's 
distinctive portraits of transsexual men. 
Each transman photographed has 
contributed a personal essay, bringing 
another "speaking" dimension co each 
photograph. The Phallus Palace also 
includes graphic photographs of the 
genital surgeries phalloplasty and 
mecoidioplasty, as well as a mastectomy, 
as they are being performed. 

One of Dean's greatest influences, 
the photographer W Eugene Smich, 
sheds particular light on these photo
graphs. Eugene Smith's images of war 
were instructive to Dean. He states," My 
point is that with Eugene Smith's work ... 

even with those brutal graphic images chat 
he cook of war images, he made those 
images completely accessible through his 
very sensitive compositions. They cum 
into these magnificent, beautifully 
rendered images. So, chat has definitely 
influenced me, and chat's one thing I cry to 
do through my surgica.l photographs . . .If 
you could bring a well balanced photo
graph, with certain lighting conditions, 
you could bring a certain atmosphere co 
char photograph, you can bring a certain 
aura co ic ... it's not as harsh a reality - but 
you're still getting the message across ... and 
the fact is, with these surgeries coo, there's 
something absolutely beautiful going on 
with che creation of what's happening here -
chis is something that is going co dramati
cally improve somebody's life." (interview 
with Dean Kotula - July 13, 02). 

My largest complaint about the book 
is that the publisher chose not to print all 
of the photos on better stock. Better paper 
would have really shown these photos off. 
Maybe next printing. 

MTF writer O'Harcigan is her usual 
indomitable self, devastating in her 
critique of the Alan Hare Identity wars
recounting in scathing detail how a lesbian 
group in Portland, Oregon tried to 
"honor" Alan Harr while denying his hard 
won male identity. She, (along with ocher 
transsexual activists including Rachel 
Koteles, Ken Morris and Candace Hellen 
Brown), fixed chat. 

Dean's autobiographical essays outline 
his adventurous life journey- revealing 
him ro be a romantic, exuberant world 
traveler and a calenced writer. Dean's 
journeyed to Thailand, joined the Peace 
Corps, studied and practiced taxidermy, 
and worked in shipyards, on fishing boars, 
and recently as a dealer of antiques and 
vintage clothing. Finally, he reveals an 
ambition to become an organ grinder with 
a monkey, adding a strange, whimsical 
rwist to a wayfaring life parh. Dean is 
unsparing in his description of the incense 
pain chat his gender dysphoria has caused 
him, yet positive in his account of the 
effects of transition on his psyche and life. 
His account of joining the Peace Corps is 
especially troubling, and a surprise. 
Ultimately, Dean's transsexual journey is 
hopeful, although the pain sounds 
overwhelming and haunting. 

Transsexual writers map out fresh 
ways of viewing transsexual transforma-
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rion. Coruulring Edimr Bill Parker bas a 
$U'Ong affinity ro visionary art and che 
inrcgrarion of mych and modernicy. Ir was 
he who brought in Rachel Pollack. and her 
essay contributes a shimmering mytho
poeric elemem. Discussing the mych of 
Osiris, in The Transsexual Book of the Dead, 
Pollack reconfigures Egyptian mythology 
into a mulri-layered map for transsexual 
experience. I was also asronished by FTM 
arr therapist Jeff Brody's essay on 
uansmale experience as self-determining 
and "dynamic", a growth process chat is 
ul rimately, "a creative act". 

Accompanying his photo, rhe essay of 
Ken Morris relares how Ken's closeness ro 

nature informs his experience of 
transition's hormonal changes. His male 
horse changed its behavior around him 
afcer he had begun restosterone treatment. 
Ken's essay confirms char che biological 
changes FTMs induce in our bodies 
through the use of tescoscerone are 
profound; wishful chinking or "social 
(de)construction" alone cannot create a 
change of sex. 

Sharon Kotttla, Dean's sister, speaks 
with candor about her changing view of 
her fami ly history as she witnesses Dean's 
transition. In one of the mosr painful and 
incense ess.1.ys in the book, another family 
writes of their struggle co care for and 
understand their young FTM child. 

Each essay offers a unique vantage 
point. Cherie Hiser offers a personal, and 
artistic perspective- combining her role as 
therapist and her vision as a photographer. 
Diane Ellaborn discusses her 
groundbreaking work with FTM teenag
ers. There's also a fascinating interview 
with Dr. Milton Diamond, the sex 
researcher who helped John, "the boy who 
was raised as a girl,» to reclaim his original 
and genetic male identity after it was 
repeatedly denied by Dr. John Money. 

Fernole-'.o-Male Trc1nssexuc~!s 1n Souety 
Holly Devor 

This book provide$ a detailed, 
compassionate, lntimete end Incisive /oolc st the 

life e)(f)erlences of 
45 female-lo-male transsexuals. 

ft will serve llS oo inva/ooble msouroe 
for transsexual people 
and their loved ones. 

Surgeons are inter
viewed, including Dr. 
Toby Melrzer and Dr. 
James J. Reardon. 

In July I attended 
the book launch parry in 
the Boston area. The 
celebration was a blast, 
with a large ice sculpture 
of an erect cock as the 
cencerpiece. It was a yard 
party, at least until 
mosquitoes attacked, and 
we were all chased 
indoors. Torches were lit, 
silver, red and black 
balloons floated on the 
fence, and good food, 
wine and music were 
enjoyed by all. The 
celebration was attended 
by many of the contribu
tors, whom I got co 
meet. I saw an interest
ing T-shirt sported by a 
San Francisco expatriate 
who is now living in 
Northhampcon, Massa
chusetts: 
Northhampton-where 

THE 
PHALLUS FEMALE 

Pl ALAC' E TO MALE 
.t1. : TRANS 

BY DEAN KOTULA SEXUALS 
Deeply per$onal es~ys 
accompanied by more 
than 100 photos captvre 
female-to-mole tronssex-
uolism in a candid ond 

informative contexl thot 
provides readers with o 
groundbreaking psycho
logical, historical, bio
lo9ical, and cultural 
under~tondin9 of the 

journey from female lo 

mole. 

Reod ei«;erpt5 ot WWWAlY~.COM 
A\'Oilable ol your locol bookseller 
orcxWWW.ALY':ON.CDM {80015-ALYSON 

many of the men used to be dykes! Without 
question this book is a group effort, and 
in chat it is unique. It's hopeful that so 

many different types of people wouJd 
work so hard co bring such a positive 
transsexual book to fruition-or maybe, it's 
just a sign of the times. 

created in phalloplasry. Besides being right 
our there, funny, and proud, this title also 
suggests a perspective on transition chat's 
indusive of the medical process
welcoming of its insights and perils, and 
willing to acknowledge a debt to its 
medical gatekeepers and technicians. A 
recurrent theme is that the body has its 
own agenda: biology constructs us as 
much as culture. The Phallus Palace 
acknowledges the insights and burden of 
the body's deepest incclligence- rhat 
incessant call towards decisive transforma
tion of our physical birth sex that finally 

This is one of che only FTM books 
published that l would actually give to my 
fumily, to educate and inform chem. Its 
breadth, imegriry and intelligence make it 
a useful testimonial to FTM lives and to 
our transition process. The Phallus Palace 
got its title from the small tent erected by 
Sllrgeons over the neophallus as ic's being creates us as transsexual men. 
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Parisian TG Org Offers Personalized Service 

D edicared to providing active 
assistance co the multi-ethnic 
transgender community of Paris, 

PASIT {Prevention, Action, Health, 
Work for the Transgendered) aims to 
counteract the effects of transphobia in a 
positive way. As an organization created 
by trans folks, PASTT offers a number of 
diverse services divided into separate 
programs: AIDS/STD Prevention, 
Welcoming and Orientation (which 
provides access to medical, psychological 
and social aid), a Legal Program, prison 
visits for incarcerated trans people, 
employment and emergency housing 
assistance, referral co French language 
courses, makeup advice, and an Interna
tional Program to network with other 
organizations. 

Their AIDS/STD Prevention 
Program is inrended for all trans people 
regardless of whether they happen co work 
in the sex industry. Not merely an 
educational service, PASTT has at least 
one medical doctor on board and works 
with public health officials. Until the 
recent French law legalizing the sale of 
syringes, PASTr vans regularly visited hot 
cruising spots like the Bois du Boulogne, 

by Frank Martin 

passing out free syringes to fellow 
transgendered people and transsexuals. 

Motivated by the spirit of the J'rans
Lesbian-Gay revolt after rhe 1969 police 
raid on the Stonewall Bar in New York, 
PASTT's involvement in Paris' annual 
"Lesbian-Gay Pride" march includes 
proposing the name "Trans-Lesbian-Gay 
Pride" to reflect the leadership role that 
the trans community has had in the 
ongoing liberation of sexual minorities. 

PASTT's director, Dr. Camille 
Cabral, is an MTF whose dedication 
shows in her caring personal interactions 
with transsexuals and transgendered 
people as well as their significant others. 
According co Dr. Cabral, France is not the 
best place to have gender reassignment 
surgery. "French medical personnel are 
neither the best informed nor che most 
tolerant," she says. "Ir is nevertheless 
possible to follow a program of hormonal 
therapy in Paris under the medical 
supervision of an endocrinologist and a 
psychologist. When ic comes to gender 
reassignment surgery, French practitioners 
are inferior to those of other counrries 
such as England," she adds. 

PASTT no longer has an active \1Veb 

More about PASTT's Programs 

sire, nor do they publish a newsletter, but 
ic is possible to e-mail them at either 
pasr@club-incernet.fr or at 
cabralcamille@net-up.com. They are open 
Monday through Friday from 10am to 
1pm and from 2pm to 6 pm at 94 rue La 
Fayette, 75010 Paris, France. Telephone: 
015324 15 40. Fax: 01 5324 15 38 . 
From the US, substitute 01 I 33 for che 
first zero. Donations are accepted by 
check made our to PAS.TT. T 

Frank Martin, an American FTM who 
began transitioning in 1983, is a 
writer l iving i n (not to mention 
sleepless in) Seattle. He i s the 
author of several humorous maga 
zine articles and is currently at 
work putting his passi on - myst ic 
cosmology - into book form . As a 
volunteer correspondent with t he 
Paris-based organizati on CARITIG 
(Center for Assistance, Research 
and Information on Transs exuality 
and Gender Ident i ty), Frank has 
been working, since 2001, as a 
liaison and translator i n an 
effort to promote international 
cultural exchange and dialog 
between transsexual/transgender 
communities in the Un i ted States 
and France_ 

PASTT is a visible community association created, organized, inspired by and dedicated to the transgender commu
nity. Their current programs include: 

Ill 

Mobile HIV/STD Prevention Program reaching out to transgender folks whether they are working in the sex 
industry or not 
Welcoming, Help, Information and Orientation Program providing resources for medica l and psychological help 
and to information about social rights 
Legal Program linked to gender identity and common rights 
Prison Program supporting and visiting incarcerated trans folks 
Employment Program promoting transgendered people in the workplace and helping them find jobs 
Housing Program providing emergency hotel stays and apartment sharing 
Training Program with make-up application and French courses 
International Program networking with ethnic European, American, African, and Asiatic community organizations 
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Gender: Beyond Appearances D 
I 

hesitated a while before tackling the 
subject I'm going to debate, because 
even though it is familiar co me as a 

personal way of functioning, I neverche
less suppose it is somehow odd. 

Bur why nor? After all, couldn't chis 
open a path of reflection for us? I shall 
explain myself, instead of going around in 
obscure circles. 

Gender ... masculine or feminine ... is 
something chat we perceive wich our eyes, 
our ears, our senses. And something chat 
we deduce with our reason, our intellect. I 
see chis person with his strong build, 1 
hear his deep voice, I immediately deduce 
chat it is a man. I've had in from of me a 
physical and tangible phenomenon. 

Lee's cake che problem in a different 
manner. I will no longer say: "I see, I hear, 
I deduce, I think", but: "I perceive, I feel 
(within limits), I imagine, I sense (a 
psychic phenomenon)". It becomes 
blurred; I no longer use my reason, but 
my intuition, my feeling, shall we say. I 
put another pedal of my brain into action. 

And che.n ... I perceive chat every being 
has his own personal and unique manner of 
being a man or a woman, and chat feminin
ity and virility are distributed in many varied 
ways, i.n m en just as in women. 

The palette of gender shades is 3 

rainbow, delineated in a very subtle way, a 
way far more subtle th.an what square, 
bipolar thought would like us co believe, a 
thought which divides and separates 
categories in a strict manner. Of course, I 
chink that the average "Mr. Everyman" 
would have very little access to my discourse. 
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But I invite you to try and perceive 
beings with the incuitive processes of your 
brain (and not just che intellectual pro
cesses) ... , without fulling coo much into 
the projection of personal fantasies, of 
course (a very difficult cask indeed!). But 
this can open a whole field of discoveries. 

Don't fed guilty about any difficulties. 
It's not a sign of slow-wittedness, it's only a 
lack of intuitive calisthenics. As fur as I am 

concerned, I have a rare capacity to sense 
beings beyond their appearance. Maybe chis 
is due to my particular identity. I make sure 
1 don't gee too proud of it, since othexwise 
my boots would no longer fit into my 
dancing shoes! Furthermore, you must 
always keep in mind chat the compasses of 
intuition :ire extremely capricious. 

But my memory holds some striking 
anecdotes on chis matter. Twenty years 
ago, I was introduced to someone who 
was to become an old friend. The youth I 
saw seemed cautious, classical, introverted, 
:ind, although nothing in his appearance 
would lead anyone to make any kind of 
suppositions, in an unexplained manner, I 
felt that there was a woman in his secret 
inner being, an ethereal and sensitive 
woman. My intuition was confirmed 
when I got to know him better; chis 
homosexual, refined, romantic and shy 
boy carries in himself a "feminine" 
sensitivity, and knows very well that his 
heart leads him towards androgyny, even 
though he is fully ~ware rhat he cannot 
take that upon himself, neither physically 
nor socially, and refrains from living fully 
this part of his deep self. 

Another example: one of my friends, 
TS FTM. At the time, when meeting him 
in the workplace, a long rime be.fore his 
transition, I first saw a gid looking quite 
boyish, and, very suddenly, I sensed "her" 

to be a boy. This was obvious, inexplica
bly obvious. 

The delicacy of her 
'•,, ••·· physique couldn't 

contradict my 
conviction, nor the 

~ 
feeling I had of 

I ---.... 
• .:-:;:( her i rreh.l c-
~ able 
~ masculin

ity. even as 

compared to those who were more "butch". 
In fact, some girls who are described 

as "truck drivers" don't seem to be the 
same at a ll. One can be quite a masculine 
woman, and, why nor, (yes, lee's dare!) , an 

effeminate FTM. 
Another example: in a sociable Gay 

place, l one day cook notice of a boy, who 
has now become a close friend. Like the 
flash of a slide, in a spontaneous and 
subconscious manner, another vision of this 
handsome boy with his sporting look 
i.mposed itself on my mind: just the same, 
but as a girl. The fact is chat this person lives 
the androgyny of his mind through 
transvestism, sometimes dressed as a boy, 
sometimes as a woman. He feels fine in both 
genders, but periodically feels the need co 

dress a~ a woman (and nor to seduce or 
excite himself, as one might believe). 

In one of chem, I sensed the shy 
woman, in the ocher one, the sensual and 
assertive woman. All this to say that when 
you listen co another person in an 
intuitive way, you "sense" him/her in his/ 
her deep reality, beyond the dictates of an 

appearance one bears just from belonging 
co a certain kind of genetic group. 

It's a way of sensing beings which is 
not taught to us, as we are used to 

registering boys in blue and little girls in 
pink. "Pampers for g irls" .. "Pampe(s for 
boys" .. .It goes on and on! As if they 
wanted to pound biological reality into us 
with a great deal of help from the 
ideologial sledgehammer. 

Therefore, lee's allow omselves to see 
that a woman who appears very femin ine 
in her ways and her ;iccessories is capable 
of developing qualities of character and 
behavior generally attributed co men, in 
her chosen held. 

As far as I am concerned, masculine 
and feminine come in different doses 
according to each person . Beyond the 
reality of masculine or feminine identities, 
it seems to me that offering only two 
caregories in which to "classify" beings is 
very narrow and inadequate. 

The audacities of my discourse are a 
necessary counterpoint co the ambient 
ideology which reigns supreme over brains 

continued on p. 18 ► 



D 
CARITIG 

by Frank Martin 

F ounded in I 995 by a trio of 
European gender and human 
righr.s activists, CARITIG 

(Ccmer for Assistance, Research and 
Information on Transsexualiry and 
Gender Identity) is a non-profit 
organization dedicated to the social 
acceptance and tbc righcs of all 
transsexual/transgendercd persons. 
CARITIG defines its main objectives as 
being the full integration inro society of 
TS/TG persons as fosc-class citizens who 
have access co quality health care with 
dignity and respect; access co employ
ment, housing, and parental righcs; and 
access co the special uansicional ID 
documencation needed by transsexuals in 
France. In addition, the organization is 
involved in countering the progression of 
HIV and ocher STDs, as well as furrher-
i ng thought and research into gender 
identity. 

While CARITIG has branched ouc 
by creating regional groups within France, 
its main headquarters are in Paris, where 
volunceers are available during scheduled 
hours co offer assistance and support 
(most speak English) through telephone 
hotlines called permanences. In-person 
support groups are also offered, as well as 
individual guidance for those with legal, 
fam ily, or medical concerns and for chose 
needing assistance with finding employ
ment. 

"Gender" continued from p. 17 
and hearts cut apart, each one confined to 
ics own place, in the solitary confinement 
enforced by our society. 

Yes, we live in an "apartheid of 
gender". It's up co us to free ourselves by 
setting up other ways to tackle our 
personal realities, first of all in our heads 
and then in our lives, and by caking our 
gender upon ourselves, in a true and 
personal way. 

..,,. 
Translated by Siegfried and 
Sebast i en . Corrected by Fra nk 
Martin, correspondent in Seattle. 

II 

As well as 
representing TS/TG 

issues at major 
events such as 

the recent 
International 

Human 
Righrs 
Com-
m1s

s1on 1n 
Geneva, 

CARITIG 
also organizes 

meetings, debates and 
conferences, while network

ing with ocher allies such as 
FTM Internacional. 

CARITIG is represented in France by 
ir.s founder Mr. Armand Hotimsky, who is 
a sexologist and a member of the FTMI 
Advisory Board; in England by co-founder 
Phaedra Kelly; and in che Necherlands by 
co-founder Germaine Nijsten. CARITIG 
volunteers in Paris publish a monchly 
newsletter called The Green Letter which is 
also available co e-
mail subscribers, and 
a quarterly magazine 

are listed in T he Green Letter. Walk-Ins 
are welcomed at Le Centre Gtti et Lesbienne 
(CGL), 3 Rue Keller, 75011 Paris -
Metro stop Ledru-Rollin, but call the 
CARITIG Hotline first to confirm. E
mail: caricig@caritig.org. Mailing 
address: CARITIG, B.P. 756, 75827 Paris 
Cedex 17, FRANCE. T 

lll.V.\Jf(H.-',,. 
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called CDT, both of 
which are in French. 
The bilingual 

GET PACKING! 

French-English 
website 
www.caricig.org 
offers subscription 
and membership 
informat ion as well 
as certain CDT 
articles in English. 
There is also a chat 
group at 
www.caritig.org/ 
chat/index.php3. 
Those interested in 
photos of TS surgical 
resulrs and proce
dures will find both 
cop and lower 
surgeries shown at 
www.caritig.org/ 
p hotos/ choi.x.html. 
Telephone Hotline: 
01.53.17.05.27 
(from the U.S. dial 
011.33. then omit 
the first zero). Hours 

CARITIG OFFERS A REALISTIC 

SOLUTION FROM FRANCE 

This unique stuffer allows the penis to move like 
that of a bio-man. Offering superior comfort and 
flexibi lity due to its capability of being worn either 
centered, or to the left or right, it makes for a very 
realistic look under your clothing. 

$255 USO, shipping not included. For ordering 
information, email caritig@cari tig.org. 
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Behaving Myself: 
The Celibate Lifestyle 
by Tucker Lieberman 

I 
deocifying as gay and cransgendered 
has, for me, never had much co do 
with sex. I am simply noc a very 

physical person. I have felt alone in chis 
respecc, and periodica1ly experimented 
with a celibate identity, bur chis only 
made things worse. Celibacy is a high
maimenance idemicy because it focuses on 
what is missing from my life and requires 
char I practice self-denial on the rare 
occasion when I do desire sex. Instead I 
prefer co chink of celibacy simply as a 
habitual behavior and as a way of develop
ing the virtue of self-respect. 

When my chesc reconsrruction 
surgeon asked me whether it was important 
to retain nipple sensation, I replied chat I 
did not know what nipple sensation was. I 
knew that other FTMs took it seriously, 
but the only feeling I knew was soreness. I 
was relieved when one nipple graft died. 
The same problem applies to that little fold 
of skin between my legs. It hurts. I'd be 
more likely to orgasm by scroking or 
rugging on my thumb. No: vibrators, 
relaxation, running water, vacuum pumps, 
and the tongue do not help. I used co wish 
chat the ugly piece of tissue would disap
pear, and I guess I still do. It's not a penis 
to me and it's not a source of pleasure. 

From a very young age, I believed that 
passion was reserved for an elite caste of the 
lucky and che beautiful. After I went 
through puberty at age nine, I developed a 
fantasy world in which aU the angels and 
deities (including myself) wore hooded 
robes, which, I realize in retrospect, served 
co conceal any indication of physical sex. 
People like me-rather, deities like me
were not pare of the world of sexuality. 

I was serene about the voluntary 
removal of my ovaries. And it's not a 
coincidence chat my first novel's main 
characters were eunuchs. Like many ITMs, 
I never felt like a woman; it's perhaps more 
unusual that l never felt like a female, nor 
like a male, but rather like a sexless outsider. 

What spurred my FTM self-discovery 
at age 14 was interest in mental and 
physical intimacy between men. Sexual-
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icy-gay male sexuality in particular-has 
always been part of my FTM identity. But 
in another sense, my desire to be masculine 
was also to be less sexual. A man, it seemed, 
was not automacically perceived as a sexual 
being, as a woman is. He could choose at 
any moment to present himself as a scholar, 
craftsman, arcisr, warrior, or lover. That was 

masculine idemity to me. I wanted the 
freedom to be seen as a person first, 
potential sex partner second-and indeed, 
self-reliance, nonviolence, compassion, 
spirituality, and iconoclasm have held a 
more prominent place in my life than sex. It 
can be nice buc doesn't have to happen every 
year. Tc would be grand co fall in love and 
build a life wich another man, but so fu, I 
have chosen to spend my energy in healing 
from past hurts, learning co make friends, 
graduating college, finding a job, and 
practicing the arr of writing. 

Testosterone supposedly causes men co 
think from their balls and co feel aroused by 
most animate objects, based on everything 
I've heard. But since I began caking restoscer
one, more than ever, any desire for sex 
reduces to the desire for intimacy, self-esteem, 
and diversion. If that's womanly, so be it. If 
d1at's eunuch-like, so be it.. I have kept silent 
about my lack of sex drive our of fear chat I 
was not a good representative ofFrM 
sexuality, that I shouldn't talk about some
thing I don't experience, and char feminists 
would tell me I was ignorant, repressed, self
hating, or chauvinistic. But I must speak: 
because it is che honest thing to do, because 
diversity is the spice of life, and because other 
people may need to hear what I have co say; 
whether they know it or not. 

Sometimes I want sex and when I gee 
it I don't enjoy it. Sometimes I don't want 
sex bur when I ge1 ir I do enjoy it. The vast 
majority of the time, I don't gee any sex at 
all, whether J wane it or not, and life goes 
on. In these respects, I'm just a regular guy. 

My worst experiences with celibacy 
have been when I've cried co make it an 
identity, which leads co a sense of isolacion 
since there are few who share the identity, 
and which means rhac rhe slightest interest 

in sex can trigger an idemicy crisis. Usually 
I thrive on solitude, buc occasionally it is 
healchy and desirable to be touched. I 
prefer ro give myself the freedom ro couch 
or co abstain according to my pleasure. 

Very recently I've raken co thinking of 
my sexualicy and my celibacy as behaviors, 
noc identities, to avoid the intellectUal and 
emotional baggage rhac identities produce. 
Guilt isn't always a wholly useless thing 
where ethical commitmencs are concerned, 
buc for behaviors whose sole purpose is ro 
help us love ourselves and scay rrue to who 
we really are (such as sexuality and celi
bacy), guilt is counrer-producrive. 

Thinking of celibacy as opposed to 
sexuality causes problems coo. That's just 
anod1er dichotomy, like man vs. woman, 
srraighc vs. gay, that we don't have co 
embrace. During a recent vacation to the 
West Coast, I scheduled an "erotic massage" 
with a gay male practitioner and learned 
that it was possible for me to be sexual and 
celibate in the same moment. 'What does 
that mean? Well, the sexual facet is 
probably the more comprehensible and 
predictable. The massage was an over
whelmingly positive sexual experience: T 
didn't have to do any trans education, and 
the only question he ever asked about my 
body was whether I was feeling good. 

That a gay man could become aroused 
by my FTM body was deeply validating. 
The sexual contact was deeply, uniquely 
sacred. Bur the part where 1 sropped the 
unprotected sexual contact out of concern 
for my own safety was equally sacred. At 
che moment I made the decision co stay 
safe, I did not think of it as self-control so 
much as self-love. That was the celibate 
value. I now remember che experience for 
the sexual love he gave me and for the 
celibate love I showed mysel( We are 
creatures of duality. When we unite the 
halves, we become whole. T 
Tucker Lieberman is a unemployed 
novelist in Prov idence , RI . He likes 
tof u, cooperative living, and dogs. 
He transitioned in 1998, graduated 
co l lege in 2002, and i s hop i ng to be 
accepted into div inity schoo l. 



--- - ----Poetry and Prose----- -

I n my own existence there is no 
hesitation, no lack of understanding 
that would cause me to not know that 

I am alive, as much as the trees or the 
planes, or the dog that lies next to me, her 
chest falling and rising as her brearh 
moves in and out bfher warm body. 

In my own existence I am quite simply 
as real as I will ever be. The fact rhat I was 
born wirh something very incongruent 
between rhe gender of my brain and the 
gender of my body is of absolutely no 
consequence to the joy I feel as I walk with 
my dog rhrough the crees gazing at the 
green of the plants. The fact that I was . 
born in a guandary has nothing to do with 
my happiness or lack thereof. But the fact 
that ocher people have insisted on defining 
me has had everything co do with my 
happiness or lack thereof. 

1 always knew just exactly who l was, 
and 1 was prepared to set the course of my 
life in a manner fitting. From the start 
that course was interrupted at every turn. 
And every interruption damaged more 
than the one before. That I ultimately 
sustained a level of damage rhat would 
seem to some, myself included, to be 
unbearable is yet to be seen. 

I was born a male child enclosed in a 
female body. This became apparent to me 
at a yow1g age. I knew who I was then 
exactly as I know now. I am guite sure I 
spoke of ic. I lived ic. The adults called me 
a tomboy. Good enough for me at five. In 
tomboy l heard only boy, which meant 
something very right to me. But [ was also 
called a girl. This was something I learned 

No Hesitation 
by Patrick Skater 

to endure as I endured unfamil
iar and particularly loud 
relatives on holidays, the 
dentist, teachers who did not 
like me, and uncomfortable 
clothes. 

A bright child, I learned 
·about powerlessness and 
hidden danger and secrets. The 
secrets were not all about me. 
Alcoholism and sexual 
misconduct and cruelty and 
hypocrisy swirled around my 

neighborhood between the smiling faces 
and fresh-baked pies. That my secret was 
not a common one made no difference in 
the larger spectrum. Lined up beside all 
the other masks of all the ocher faces, I 
wore a mask and made my world inside 
myself. 

No matter how my gut wrenched and 
tore at the shape of my existence, I 
endured. f did, and though I did not 
succeed in it the way many might have 
l1oped, the fact that I moved through me 
days unnoticed and grew older year after 
year, mingling at the birthday parties and 
at football games, laughing and playing 
and seeming fairly ordinary, attests to some 
sore of success. 

I had no language for sel£ Boys were 
boys and girls were girls. I was not a girl, and 
I knew that always, regardless of appear
ances. Given no option co Rourish, I didn't. 
When I began co menstruate, to grow 
breasts, to emit a horrible odor between my 
legs that I knew to be not only unfamiliar 
but incorrect, I chose to rage rather than to 
succumb. What 
anyone thought 
about that I will 
never know. My rage 
was not discussed. 

But though I clung to the concept of 
crazy, glad for an explanation of my 
inability to know the beginnings and 
endings of me, I knew I never was crazy, 
never truly fit amongst me ones who were. 
Deeply ashamed that I was a failure in rhis 
as in all else, I was the odd duck even in 
being insane. 

College and marriage, a baby, jobs 
and new jobs- life goes on no matter 
what. But in the night after everyone else 
has long ago fallen asleep, I move through 
a darkened house and out the door to 
stand on the lawn and look up at the sky 
and think, Horribly wrong. Something is 
horribly UJrong here. 

I have no one to collaborate my 
truths. No brother to stand up and say, "I 
always wondered," or " it all makes sense 
because .. . " No friend, no lover willing to 
say,"[ saw some things, l wondered .... " 

People see signs of bomosexualicy, 
emotional distress, hyperactivity, bril
liance, or delay, but gender is completely 
assumed. The body says boy or girl. There 
is no discussion; absolutely everything is 
interpreted from wirhin•a blindness so 
complete that it seems a part of us as 
integral as taste or sight. 

The fact that chose of us who are not 
born in ordinary gender states are unable 
to convey our situation to others and in 
many cases, for many years even to 
ourselves, makes all the sense in the world. 
le is not a matter of sudden change as 
many suppose, "He used to be a woman." 
"She decided she wanted to be a man." 
Ours is a song sung in the deep dark 

PUT THE "T 
flE ... IJRM 

Eventually I 
was hospitalized 
and given fancy 
diagnoses, one after 
the other, by a series 
of psychiatrists, 
each more brilliant 
than the one before. 
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woods. le is the gut-wrenching sobs of a 
,erribly unhappy child cried alone under 
the co,ers and forgotten by dawn. We all 
liw mostly in secret places, alone. Some of 
us have to tell our secrets evenrually in 
order to survive. It's the relling rhat sets 
the world asunder. Secrets are expected. 
T rurh is nor. 

When I lived in silence I was rhe only 
one who suffered. When I began to speak 
many began ro suffer as well. fu a resulc, 
my healing has always come in bits and 
pieces. Ir is difficult for me to understand 
why rhere is so much resistance in this 
world coward rhe suffering. Perhaps my 
view has become unusual because I have 
spent much rime in institutions. The 
suffering does not scare me, yet rhe secrets 
cause me ro tremble, to want to run and 
run and never stop. 

Every day when I leave my house and 
head our ro get on with life, I am acutely 
aware chac I am in a state that most ochers 
find frighcening. My trurh is far more 
frightening ro them than my silence, my 
secrets, my existence as it was a few years 
ago. The fact that T am a man born female 
is somehow perverse. Misery is nor. Ir is 
expected and accepted. 

What I find most interesting is rhac 
those who know me now, newly, and see 
me in their gender perceptions as an 
ordinary man, seem co enjoy me and 

The Uninvited Dilemma 
A Question of Gender 
by Kim Elizabeth Stuart 
Research Supplement available separately. 
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Poetry and Prose-------
respect me without d1oughc. As I move 
through cheir lives without undue friction, 
I realize that it doesn't maccer as much as I 
wish it did rhar chey see me as an ordinary 
man. I know I would have a completely 
different reception if they knew my truths, 
and somehow that makes me almost as sad 
as I was when I lived I my own mind, far 
removed from everyone in so many ways, 
a secret boy in the body of a girl, a secret 
boy all alone. 

Of course I am graceful for the 
surgeries I have received, the way the 
hormones have changed my body into one 
that feels so much better for me to live in. 
Of course I am grateful chat I can live in 
most respeccs as che male I have always 
been in my brain, my heart, my soul. But 
there is somerhing much larger at stake 
here in this life that, perhaps because of 
my condition, I have come to be acutely 
aware of. I am aware that differences are 
seen as much more powerful than they 
really are. 

Race, class, religion, sexual orienta• 
tion, gender identity, and various physical 
and emotional conditions-differences in 
general-are somehow seen as the most 
important aspects of people and nor as the 
truly small bits that they are. This puts us 
all in danger of rejection, humiliation, 
oppression, and abuse. Ir causes us co 
move through life under a veil of fear 

rather than one of love and crust. We 
approach each other with hesitation, 
rather than with intent to embrace. 

This is much bigger dian you or me. 
Our fear of difference is more significant 
than penises or che lack chereo£ The 
secrets don't just kill people like myself. 
They kill even che greatest of us, the most 
powerful. They kill us all. 

In my own existence there is no 
hesitation, no lack of understanding that 
would cause me not to know chat I am 
alive as much as the trees or rhe plants or 
the dog that lies next to me, her chest 
fall ing and rising as her breach moves in 
and out of her warm body. 

You cause my hesitation as l cause 
yours. It is our undoing. When will we 
move past chis place that stinks of death? 
This is what I ponder most. The fact rhat 
I am transsexual has only been a door for 
me. I see rhar now. In the opening of chis 
door I have seen far more than I might 
have wished to or chosen to if rhere had 
been any other way for me. 

Now I wonder where your door is. 
I wonder where you exist. 
And I wonder where are we? 
And where are we? 

Patrick Skater is an FTM writer 
from Permont. 

THE SCIENCE FICTION I FANTASY I HORROR ZINE 
OF AI:rERNATIVE GENDER AND SEXUALl1Y 
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PRESENTING QUEER/TRANS FICTION 
40 transexual (ftm/mtf} dike & gay novels 

RED JORDAN AROBATEAU 
www.nothingbutnet.net/redjordan 

Also available on Amazon.com 
RED JORDAN PRESS 484 LAKE PARK AVE 
PMS 228 OAKLAND, CA 94610 USA 
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HRC Survey of US 
Attitudes About Trans 
People Finds Acceptance 

by Garin Chad Wiggins 

The HLtman Rights Campaign (HRC) 
released the results of their survey of people's 
articudes coward che transgender community 
on Sepcember 22 ac the annual Southern 
Comforc conference in Atlanta. In the scudy 
commissioned by HRC for $75 K, 61 o/o of 
800 randomly selected voters believe che 
Uniced Scares needs laws co protect 
transgender people from discrimination. 
5 7% believe chat it is illegal co fire people 
because tl1ey are cransgender- which it is 
noc An<l 67 % agree char ic is possible for 
people to be born as one sex, bur feel 
themselves co be another sex inside. Though 
the posicive arrirudes expressed in the survey 
were a pleasam surprise, the overall findings 
also pointed co the need for significant 
public education efforts. 

HRC has come a long way for an 
organization long miscrusced by rransgender 
activists for noc including gender protections 
in the proposed Employment Nondiscrimi
nation Ace (ENDA). In March, 2001 they 
amended cheir mission sracemenc ro include 
"gender expression and identity" and 
"cransgender Americans". Since then, HRC 
has increasingly put energy inco rransgender 
issues, working witl1 activists co pursue 
na.nsgender victories both in the counroom 
and at the local and scare level. The results of 
chis survey have strengthened the 
organization's commicmenr co make 
uansgender rights initiatives pare of its core 
organizational goals. They wane co pursue 
trnnsgender rights legislatively in 2003. 

Bur whether HRC adds gender 
language to chc ENDA in rhe near furure 
depends on whac legislative strategies rhey 
and allied advocacy groups prioritize in 
January. Even transgcndcr acciviscs are mixed 
in thei_r opinions about whed1er the riming 
is right for transgender inclusion in the 

m 

ENDA, bur most are pleased with the face 
chat HRC has shifted priorities and released 
chis important survey. 

"I think ic would be nice co think that 
all of the success we're having on the local 
level with gender inclusion should equate co 
getting federal legislation passed," Mara 
Keisling said in a panel discussion on 
September 20 ac Southern Comfort. "But 
that's not the way Washington works." 

Dallas Denny, a transgender activist 
with a long list of accomplishmenrs in trans 
politics, publications, and archives, was 
more enthusiastic. "I take this as proof we 
need co include gender identity in ENDA, 
and chis makes it a lot harder for groups co 
argue trans-inclusion is going co cost 
legislative votes." 

Mara Keisling, co-chair of the Pennsyl
vania Gender Rights Coalition and a public 
opinion and polling specialist for the past 25 
years, says chat would be "jumping the gun." 

'The results of cheir study are a road 
map for how co move forward," said 
Keisling "It's very clear chat there is major 
education co do, and chis shows us how co 
do chat education." She says we need co 
teach the American public: chat we exist, 
and chat we are not protected and face 
discrimination and victimization. 

Gender Neutral 
Bathrooms Coming to SF 

By Dylan Vade 

On Sepcember 24, 2002, the LGBT 
Advisory Committee of the San Francisco 
Human Rights Commission mer co discuss 
revisions co che 'Guidelines co Prohibit 
Gender Identity Discrimination.' Currently, 
the Guidelines Stace chat chose who identify 
as male can go imo che men's room, and 
chose who identify as female can go into the 
women's room. This is a viaory in and of 
icsel£ However, it does not help chose who 
are harassed in BOTH che women's and the 
men's restrooms. 

As we all know, many rransgender and 
non-uansgcnder people have no safe places 
co go co the barhroom because rhey get 
harassed, be-acen, and arrested in both 
women's and men's rooms. Many avoid 
public batlu·ooms altogether and develop 
health problems. 

A few quotes from a sLLrVey I did lase 
summer with che San Francisco Human 
Righcs Commission: "securiry chased me," 

"] have been slapped, pushed, and dragged 
our by securiry guards," "goc the shit kicked 
out of me for using che 'wrong bathroom," 
"having the door almost knocked down by 
teenagers," "I have spent so many hours 
avoiding public multi-stall bathrooms chat I 
have damaged my bladder and put pressure 
on my kidneys," "I run into problems 80% 
of rhe rime," 'This is a problem every day." 

This affects not only cransgender people 
who do noc identify as female or male, but 
also transgender people who do identify as 
female or male, as well as many butch 
women, and feminine men. We would like 
co find a solution chat provides safe 
bathroom access for everyone. We would 
like to provide more options. That was the 
purpose of the meeting. 

Ac rhe meeting, ten panelists spoke of 
cheir extremely difficult experiences in 
gender-segregated bathrooms. Many had 
experienced physical violence. For many, 
finding safe bathroom access is a daily 
struggle. Some panelists spoke of their 
experiences with gender neutral bathrooms
and the relief that brought. Thanks to all the 
amazing panelists for sharing d1eir experi
ences and feelings and moughcs! 

In addition co the panel discussion, Jodie 
Marksamer and I did a presentation about: 
che problem, the relevant law, the hesita
tions, ex.1mples of succes.sful gender neutral 
bathrooms, and possible solutions. Thanks 
to Jodie Marksamer for all his awesome 
work! Jf you're incerested in the handout 
summaries, please lee us know. 

Ac the meeting, the LGBT Advisory 
Committee was very much in favor of 
revising rhe Guidelines to include a 
requirement for gender neutral 
bathrooms. Most likely, the revisions will 
include a requirement chat all single person 
bathrooms be gender neucral. And, most 
likely, the revisions will also require a pilot 
project of multiple person gender neutral 
bathrooms. These revisions should happen 
in the near future. l wane co thank all d1e 
members of the Advisory Committee, the 
organizers of the panel, the panelists, 
everyone who came-and Jodie-and 
everyone who has worked on providing safe 
barhroom access for all people. 

For more information and/oc co gee 
involved in the process of revising rhe San 
Francisco Guidelines, p lease concacc Jodie 
Marksarner ~hocmail.com> or 
Dylan Vade i.@neteze.com>. 
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West Village Trans Legal 
Clinic in NYC 

_\ monchly legal clinic dm helps 
tnmgender-identified people gee legal 
=c changes opened almost 6 momhs ago 
a.r me Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and 
Transgender Ce.mer in NYC. Also provid
ing infoanation on how to go abouc 
,-- ,:-:::-:~ gtndec on identification docu
=. u m=e clinic meers on che first 
i~-o; e-.-ef). mooch starting ac 6 pm. 
T.:iie W~-VD~ Trans-Legal Clinic, the 
first oi i::s .:rind in ~ew fork, is a collabora
rr~ effort of volunreers fi-om half a dozen 
!.cga.l and social senice groups serving the 
ga~· and lesbian and TG communities. 

Must FTMs Register with 
the Selective Service? 

ITMs in the US are exempt from 
registering for che draft, buc we need co get 
a letter from the Selective Service seating 
chis. They will issue a letter co Jr lMs 
scaring char we are exempt from registering 
bur does noc say why. When FfMs 
between the ages of 18 and 26 fill ouc 
applications for educational loans char ask 
whether they are registered for che draft, 
they face the possibility of getting inco 
serious trouble as well as noc gecting che 
loans if they answer no co chat question. 
The safest answer is yes, buc answering no 
while including the exemption lecrer is also 
safe. It mighc be a good idea co gee che 
letter if you are between the ages of 18 co 
26 whed1er or not you are a student, jusc in 
case there are ocher situations where che 
question may come up. The Selective 
Service is prepared for chis, so call them at 
847.688.6888 if you have any questions. 

TSC Conference 2003: 
The 7th annual True Spirit Confer

ence (TSC) will be held at che Washington 
Courc Hotel, Washingcon, 0.C. from 
February 14-17, 2003. This year's theme, 
"Masculinity: The Magical Myscery1our," 
stresses the conference's focus on the trans 
experience in its entirety-from multiple 
identities, to early, long-term, and non
transition issues- and negotiating current 
and new relationships. TSC focuses on the 
social, physical, emotional, spiritual and 
relational health of all gender variant 
people on the FTM spectrum and cheir 
partners, family and allies. 
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The evenc's workshops and panel 
presentations will address a variety of 
topics, including relationships, health and 
wellness, legal, political and employment 
issues, spirirualicy, and the specific 
concerns of diverse groups- such as 
youth, older, people of color and individu
als wich physical challenges. Town Hall 
meetings wLIJ provide an opportunity for 
highly focused group i_nteractions with a 
panel of experienced transgender activists, 
while workshops and support groups will 
allow participants co have in-depth 
discussions and to examine specific issues. 
Conference entertainment, ranging from 
artistic to gospel co spoken word perfor
mance, will give people a chance co 
socialize and network on a different, more 
relaxed level. This year's conference 
continues to feature keynote speakers, 
access to medical screenings with trans
sensitive providers, auchor readings and a 
film festival. 

Workshop submission requirements, 
hoed information, registration fees, and 
directions are available on the websice 
<htcp://www.crue-spirit.org>. along wid1 
increasingly detailed programming 
information as the conference dace nears. 
Conference regiscracion fees range from 
$50 co $90, with a discou nt fur early 
registration . Write co True Spirit Conf"er
ence, P.O. Box l, Falls Church, VA 22040 
for more information. 

TSC is organized by the American Boyz, 
Inc. <www.arnboyz.org>, a national 
organization for people who were labeled 
fem:tle at birth but who feel chat is not a 

complete or accurate assessment of who they 
are (FtM) and our significant ochers, friends, 
families and allies (SOFFA$). Founded in 
1994, American Boyz provides education, 
support, social events, newsletters, web sires, 
email lists, local meetings, political action and 
the annual True Spirit C.Onference. 

Studies 
New Study on Gender Transgressors. 

Lori B. Girshick, a sociologist, social justice 
activist, researcher, and writer, is researching 
issues of masculinity and femininity and 
the gender binary. Her new study focuses 
on how crans people define what it is co be 
male or female and to be neither or both. 
The questionnaire is available on Dr. 
Girshick's web site ac www.warren
wilson.edu/rlgirshic under the link, Gender 
Shackles Study. She will also mail it co 
anyone who contaccs her. Write co Lori B. 
Girshick, Ph.D., WWC-6124, EO. Box 
9000, Asheville, NC 28815 or e-mail her ac 
girshick@mindspring.com. 

Transsexuals' Experiences in Psycho
therapy. Sam E. Bales, a graduate student 
ac John F. Kennedy University, invites 
people who self-identify as transsexuals co 
participate in a study about our experiences 
in psychotherapy. He will ask you co 
complete a very brief survey chat takes 
approximacely 10-15 minutes. If you or 
someone else you know, who self-identifies 
as a transsexual person is interested in 
participating in this study, please contact 
Sam either by phone acllllllllllll or 
by email at Transexperience@aol.com. 

WANTED: 1 or 2 reliable, punctual, intelligent, FTM transmen of color to start 
an autonomous self-sufficiency collective. You must have intellect; enthusi
asm; social, communication, listening, and comprehension skil ls; an ability to 
finish what you start; a desire to create what we don't have; and a DIY (do-it· 
yourself) philosophy. You must be reliable, punctual, and grounded (no flakes 
or space cadets). 

It's not mandatory but would help if you are bilingual or multilingual, have 
computer skills (esp. Internet), and are skilled in natural healing arts, alterna
tive economics/ economic justice, and organic, biodynamic and/or container 
gardening. Knowledge about worker-owned businesses, micro-businesses, 
and self-employment is a plus. (Even if you know nothing about economics, 
natural healing arts, etc, vvhat matters is that you understand that these things 
are urgently needed and are capable of learning about them) 

Our focus is on healthcare (body/mind/spirit), organic/GMO-free food (joining 
a CSA, and/or growing our own), safety, protection, freedom from any hate
violence, immigrant issues, and low-cost housing. We will share resources 
and skills. Please contact Cerveau/Corazon at bienetre@riseup.net We are 
located in Berkeley but apologize for not having a phone number at this time. 
We are working diligently to get a business number. 
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THERAPISTS & 
COUNSELORS 

"Identity" continued from p. 11 
being. Whilst l recognize a certain usefulness to 
such identities, I also found them to be quite 
problematic. I myself have had a succession of 
these markers throughout the years: gay-boy, 
hairdresser, queer: 

For other people their marker may have 
nothing co do with sex, gender or sexuality. 
Rather, their strongest source of idencicy seems co 

be derived from such things as race or nationality. 
T he frustration I feel with this, lies in the divisive 
nacure and segregating abiliry strong identification 
with only one aspect of our being engenders; the 
discrimination, abuse of power and senseless 
violence, directed cowards those who do nor 
belong to one group or another. What fascinates 
me the most are the ways people either deal or 
don't deal with another being's identity change as 
a challenge co their own thought processes and 
abilities co perceive who other beings really are. 

Ac chis time in my life, I feel that I am all of 
the labels I have identified myself by, while at the 
same rime, I am none of chem completely. I feel 
most comfortable with an identity marker of a 
being, whatever chat means, who is known by the 
label michaeL. 

This is the fundamental label I was given at 
birch; it has been the only conscam throughout a 
multitude of changes; and ic is the only label 
which I now willingly choose to idemify by. 

My partner and I have been cogecher for 
approximately six and a half years now and 
within chis relationship I am still continually 
inspired and challenged to revisit and question 
my beliefs and ideas about the world within 
which we live. T 

Michae l and hi s partner live i n Sydney, 
Australia. Thi s artic l e was f i rst 
published in Torque, edi tion 3, Febru
ary 2002 and may be found on line at 
http : //torque . ftmaustralia .org/02/02/ 
08.html 

Barbara F. Anderson PhD. 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker, Diplomate 

Psychotherapist 
Certified Sex Therapist 

1537 Franklin St., Suite 104 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

Ph. 415.776.0139 
Fax 415.441.0936 

Loren Arthur, LMFT 
Psychotherapy T Consultation 

Marriage and Family Therapist MFC #37637 

(510) 869-5249 
Offices in Berkeley 

Mediation and Couples Counseling 
Skilled and supporti\'C FTM therapist 

Resolve Conflicts/ lmprove Communica1ion 

Koen Baum, LMFT 
Gender Spcci21is1 

(4 15) 646-0565 
3896 24th St. 
SF. CA 94114 

License f 3831 Z 
SlldJng Scale 

SUPPORTIVE THERAPY 
FOR SEXUAL MINORITIES 

PatricR Califi a-Rice, MFTI 
415.626.7000, ext. 423 

lndlvldual and couples counseling on a slldlng sc;ale 

ran, Ph 
logist 
OB 34-50 
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Diane Ellaborn LicSw 

Gender Speclallst 
-?s,rJliXheraoy fo, FT¼.. their partners and families 
-o.er '!.i years exi,erie"ce 

~r'nlal. couole family, and group therapy 
-:: .......a-.;.:ir ~ hormories 
-~ zc medica and supportive resources 
-~ - F1arn g-.on, MA 

n, ii Fl.EMI 'G 
:\ {fCC 

uo U02.646 

PS)'CHOTHERAPY 
'323.9605275 

60tO \\11.SHJRE BLVD., 
SUITE307 

508. 788.5406 

LOS .\~GEU:S, CA 90036 

Max E. Foaotas F1hrmann, PhD. 
S1uaIrn Calif ornla Araa 

Cll1lc11 Psyehalouist 
CA Lie. PSY11422 

lft.A.81.WJ IBIVI Clllfldlltlll 1181011 

rra11111ur FrllUIY AIIIIIIIIIU an• PIYChtlOIY 

WILLIAM A. HENKIN, PH. D. 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 

415.923.115 

a.temate sex & gender ooncems I SM/BD/DS I coming out 

-Y/TG/TS/SO I anxiety I depression I self esteem 

mer child & other alt. personas I intimacy relationships 

'1FCC lie. # MU 22960 I Board Certified Sex Therapist 
Fellow, American Academy of Clinical Sexologists HBIGDA 

KIM HRACA, M.A. MFCC 
PSYCHOTHERAPY • CONSULTATION 

LICENSED MARRIAGE, FAMILY, 
AND CHILD COUNSELOR 

Berkeley 
(510) 601-1589 

Kit ~hJ1 w, fh-P. 
Licensed Clinical Psychologist 

A supportive psychologist with extensive experience 
serving the FTM community 

• Individuals, couples, and family therapy 
• supervision and consultation for professionals 
• referrals 

153 Waverly Place, 10th Floor, New York, New York 10014 

KRachlin@aol.com 212.2060.3636 

C:OU~SEI.Ll~C • PERSONAi. Df.VEI OPMb\/"f 
CROUPS • TRAl.t\lNC • COSSULl 11\G 

RUPERT RAJ, M.A. 
Psychotherapist & Gender Specialist 

Torottto, Ontario, Canada 
voice mail(416) '.280-6414 

(Sony, no rriurn LD calls) 
rrconsulting@sympatico.ca 

-

rnANSPl::OPI.E • QUHR FOLKS • SURVIVORS 
or ABUSE • PEOPLE O F COLOUR 

SANDRA L. SAMONS, ACSW, CAC 
HOMESTEAD COUNSELING CENTER 

Gender Services & Referral for 
University of Michigan 
Comprehensive Gender Services Program 

Individual & Family Therapist 

734.663. 7871 
homested@aol.com 

1480 Shevchenko 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48103 

A. Sinvany-Nubel, PhD., CNSC 
Psychotherapist 

Specialized in Treatment 
of Gender Identity Disorders (TV /TS) 

Individuals, Marriage & Family Groups 

653 Donald Drive N. 
Bridgewater, NJ 08807 

phone 908.722.9884 
fax 908.722.0666 

REID VANDERBURGH, MA 
HOI.ISTIC P SYCIIOTIII.R1\PY · FTM Tllf:RAPIST 

• gender identity and transitions 
(including couples aml panncr issues) 

• sexual orientation 

• loss and grief 

• life transformat ions 

1020 SW Taylor, Ste. 630 • Portland OR 97205 • 503-341-7001 



*$15 US/SIi.SO Canadian for profctssionals 

To place your order, send a cheque for 
$10 US or $15 Cdn to: 

In USA or OVerseas: 

FTM lntanatlonal 
160-14ttl Street 
San Frandsc:o, CA 
USA, 94103 

In canada: 

FTM International 
CP63560 
CCCP van Home 
Montreal, Quebec 
c.anada, H3W 3H8 




